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Politics The Sublect At Fancy Farm
I. 04"
SIDE-BY-SIDE—Kentucky Gov. Julian Carroll and Sen.
Walter (Dee) Huddleston sat next to each other on the
speakers platform.
A LOT OF HANDSHAK1NG—U.S. Congressman
Carroll Hubbard, Jr., (D-Mayfield) greets Tom Warren,
right, of Lone Oak Looking on is Dr. L J. Hortin of
Murray.
."64:1As
WALLACE MAN—Walter Griggs, 79, of Paducah,





Lightning Sunday about three p.m. hit a
transformer at the Murray Post Office and
caused damage to the air conditioning unit
and the stamp machine.
The Murray Fire Department answered
the call to the fire, which was out op
arrival of the firemen in the three units.
Lester Nanny, Murray Postmaster, said
this morning that the air conditioning unit
and the stamp machine were both
damaged and will be out of service until
the post office officials arrive in Murray
Tuesday afternoon to check the damage
and arrange for repairs.
Douglass Homecoming
Scheduled On Weekend
The seventh annual Douglass
Homecoming will be held Friday and
Saturday, August 8 and 9, at the Winslow
Cafeteria, Murray State University.
Features of the homecoming will be a
barbecue and social hour from 6:30 to
10:30 p. m. on Friday, dinner from six to
eight p.m. and dance from nine p.m. to
one a. m. on Saturday.
Tickets for local residents will be sold
tonight Monday from seven to nine p. m.
at the Lodge Hall on Walnut Street. Price
will be $10.00 per person for all events,
$7.00 per person for the dinner and bar-
becue, and $6.00 per person for the dance
and barbecue.
TOTeight will be the final sale for all
tickets to Murray residents, a spokesman
for the event said.
The of Sheriff Maltirice Wilson
today released the report of a theft of
several items from the cottage of Harold
Bell in the Center Ridge section on Ken-
tucky Lake on the night of July 27.
Items reported stolen from the Bell
home were an RCA tape player and
speakers, tageS-.-Tifelle—boji-; Tifekle,
-Coleman tantern, and three rods and reels. = Comics, Crossword ...... 8
-_ __acto.F.din,yr4o.
 the_Sheriff'*.cepart.
cidenta oI &girder:1y conduct over tha 
.2 Deaths & Funerals  10
An estimated crowd of over 10,000 persons
withstood rain to hear politicians at the annual Fancy
Farm Picnic Saturday. Highlighting the affair was an ap-
pearance by Alabama Gov. George Wallace. The Fan-
cy Farm Picnic traditionally kicks off the fall political
campaigns in Kentucky.
Photos by Wilson Woolley
AND A KISS FROM WALLACE—Six-month-old Matt
Monroe isn't old enought to vote yet but he did share
the spotlight with Coy. Wallace. Holcfing. Matt is his
mother, Mrs. David Monroe, Mayfield.
CANDID CAMERA—Congressman Hubbard snaps a
photo of Gov. Wallace for a spectator, using the
unidentified person's camera.
Gov. Wallace Headlines
Annual Fancy Farm Picnic
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) — Alabama Gov.
George Wallace made no announcement
about his presidential candidacy during
the weekend but his backers are planning
organization meetings in Kentucky this
month.
The meetings, scheduled Aug. 11-15, will
be held in ,Louisville, Covington,
Lexington, Prestonsburg and Somerset,
presumably aimed at putting Wallace into
Kentucky's presidential primary next
year.
Wallace, who appeared at the annual
Fancy Farm picnic Saturday, delivered an
attack on high taxes, bureaucratic red
tape... "the far left noise-making crowd,"
busing and crime.
He dwelt on the theme that all of
America's big problems are solvable if the
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia ( AP)
President Ford told Yugoslavia's
President Tito today he will give "my very
personal attention" to a Yugoslav request
that it be permitted to buy second-tine
American arms and spare arms parts.
Appearing with Tito to fill in reporters
on the results of their talks here, Ford said
he also would give attention to economic
relations with this independent Com-
munist Country.
The Yugoslav leader, in turn, said he
essentially agreed with a call by the U.S.
President for moderation and flexibility in
seeking a Middle East settlement.
Neither man took questions, but Ford
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—politicians would only listen to the solu-
tions of the average man.
"The great average citizen in front of me
is going to be the king and queen of politics
In 1976 because the intelligencia in this
country has taken over in the last number
of years and tried to impose their
viewpoints on you, and your viewpoint was
right all the time and they are beginning tc
understand," Wallace declared.
Both of Kentucky's gubernatorial
nominees also appeared on the program.
with Republican Robert Gable accusing
Gov. Julian-Carroll of failing to lead.
Carroll, in turn, used Wallace's anti-
establishment remarks to criticize Gable
He said Gable came to Kentucky to
manage his family fortunes. Gable is a Mc-
Creary County coal and lumber executive
who lives in Frankfort.
sessions the two leaders have had since ho,
arrival Sunday night.
"We did discus.s, of course, bilateral
relations between Yugoslavia and the
United States," Ford said. 'These in-
cluded, of course, economic relations and
of course they included our.Jnilitary
relations."
Ford, who is in Yugoslavia to boost that
country's strongly independent position in
the Communist world, then added: "I will
give both matters my very personal at-
tention because of their significance."
The possibility that the United States
might supply spare parts and other arms
to Yugoslavia emerged after a visit here
last November by Secretary of State
Henry A. Kissinger. Yugoslavia had re-
ceived $695.6 million in U.S. arms under a
program terminated in 1957.
Cleoudy and Warm
Generally cloudy and warm with a chan-
ce of showers today, high in the low to mid
813s. Showers ending early tonight. Low
tonight in the low to mid 60s. Partly cloudY
and warm Tiseiday, Eigh-in the mid- AN.
15' Per Copy
On New Tappan
A contract ratification vote by Local
1068, United Auto Workers union, has been
_- scheduled for Tuesday according to
Franklin Rushing, president of the local
union
The union has been on strike at the local
Tappan Company, Murray Operation,
since June 23 when the union membership
voted not to ratify a previous contract
offer from the Tappan management.
In announcing the ratification vote this
morning Rushing said, "United Auto
Workers Local 1068 will hold a ratification
meeting on Tuesday, August 5, at Lovett
One Section — 10 Pages
Contract
Auditorium on the MSU campus. The
meeting will be held during the hours that
were orgininally scheduled for the
education meeting."
Tuesday's meeting will begin at 9 a. m.,
Rushing said, but he predicted it would be
several hours before the outcome of the
vote on the contract would be known.
Tappan officials have said that if the
union does not ratify the current contract
proposal, which was offered in a meeting
before federal mediator Walter Baer on
July 25, prior to 6:30 p. m. on Tuesday,
August 6, the company will withdraw all
proposals from the bargaining table and
future negotiations will be forced to start
from scratch.
Baer said following the July 25
negotiating session that "if this dispute is
not somehow resolved prior to August 6, I
can only foresee many more weeks or
months of continuing strike."
Approximately 560 employees of the
local plant have been idled by the strike
which is entering its seventh week. Prior
to the strike, the company employed about
675 people and has employed as many
1,000 in the past.
The local facility was built by the
Tappan Co. in 1945.
Terrorists Storm Embassy Building
in Malaysia Today; Hostages Seized
KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia (AP) —
Terrorists seeking freedom for Red Army
fanatics jailed in Japan stormed a building
housing foreign embassies in Kuala Lum-
pur today, seized U.S. Consul Robert Steb-
Japanese and a Singaporean:- -
In Tokyo, a spokesman for Prime
Minister_ Takeo Miki who is currently in
the United States preparing for talks with
President Ford, said "the prime minister
Japanese jails, as demanded by the ter-
rorists, and that Japan Air Lines was
preparing a special plane to carry the
seven to Kuala Lumpur and pick up the
terrorists and take them to wherever they
Swedish diplomat and other bins, a
hostages. 
has agreed that the Japanese government, want to go.
fromthe basic position of placitg top However, he said two of the 
seven had
Japan,  toix.prioritit-on respect.— 
ac-- left -the Rs4Ari4y_and-uoived oot r.cturn
terrorists' demands. 
the- deinantls—OrThe terrof- to the organizaton, and that police wer
e
.fot h Ale Would- meet the-. — 65truMclii te
The terrorists, estimated to number bet-
ween four and six, shot and wounded three
 security men during the invasion of the
modern, 12-story American International
Assurance building here, threatened to
blow up the structure, but let a self-de-
clared deadline pass without incident and
remained holed up with the hostages on the
ninth floor, where the American Embassy
has offices. Sons es of heavily armed police
surrounded the building.
Kuala Lumpur police said the terrorists
might be holding as many as 50 hostages.
U.S. officials said there were more than 15,
and that they included other Americans,




Thirty plastic letter signs valued at $90
were stolen from the Murray Drive-In
Theatre, according to the report made to
the Murray Police Depoirtment on
Saturday.
The report said the signs were in
building which had recently been damaged
by fire.
Four traffic accidents were investigated
by the Murray Police- officers -over the
weekend, but no injuries were listed on the
reports filed by the officers.
One report of vandalism at—the—tome of
W. A. Lyons, 1515 Glendale, was filed with
the city police. Lyons said his wife was hit
with BB shot while out in her yard and the
same night they discovered their storm
door had three holes made with BB shot,
according to the police report.
By NANCI PETERSON
Someone made the right decision when,
24 years ago, Lola James was hired as a
clerk in the business office of the 65-bed
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. At 19,
Mrs. James helped put her husband, Joe
Pat, through college, and watched the
institution grow.
"Our hpapital just keeps growing and
growing. It's gone from 65 beds to 140 beds,
and we're still planning additions," ex-
plained the very composed moderately-
built woman. "Even though the business
•
DAY,
_ ol the MurraY-C.albr Mt,' County firrspitak-fras a-trrrs-v rtav rvertitav as sha
ITISu L iCexds wgt c1.3.14W1315 alwir---7--mure-tharringt-num&rs araTig—rre
ists..."
He said preparations were being made
for the release of seven prisoners from
conferring with all the prisoners to deter-





LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) — Anti-busing
forees should adopt the militancy used by
the civil rights movement in the 1950s and
1960s to stop court-ordered desegregation,
a black anti-busing advocate said today.
"We've got to adopt the tactics of the
militants," said Clay Smothers, ad-
miniatrator of an a11-back school for dis-
advantaged children in Malakoff, Tex.
Smothers, during an interview, said that
court action seeking a constitutional
amendment will fail as tactics to stop
busing.
He said that favoring militancy doesn't
necessarily mean violence, adding,
however, that "when it comes to Clay
Smothers and his family, I can be violent. I
would go ts, jail before I put my kid on a
bus for a purpose the courts state."
He also said he wouldn't tell Ken-
tuckians to do likewise "but I'm telling
them their kids will be bused if they're not
willing to go to jail."
Smothers carte bere,+dress a rally to
protest court-ordered de egregation that
will mean busing 22,600 pupils beginning
Sept. 4.
The Jefferson County school system,
now merged with the Louisville city
office has grown with the hospital. we're
still fighting lack of storage space," she
added.
Blue eyes reflecting her love of life, Mrs.
James said, -I love this hospital...I really
grew up here, and its size at that time
made it more of a family-atmosphered
place to work. Its growth only proves its
excellence, and it's wonderful to know we
have such fine medical facilities in
Murray."
Under Mrs. James, 20 paid employees
and several volunteers man the four of-
--0", • 
schools, is under the order from U.S.
District Judge James F. Gordon.
The rally, sponsored by Concerned
Parents, Inc., was to be addressed by anti-
busing advocates including former U.S.
Rep. Louise Day Hicks of Boston and Rev.
Avis Hill of _Kanawha County, W. Va.
The president gg Concerned Parents, Sue
Connor, has said Itslt*mbers will attempt
to enroll their children in neighborhood
schools this fall rather than allowing them
to be bused.
Mrs. Connor maintains that state law
permits such a procedure.
Judge Gordon, however, said last week
that by taking a child to school, each
parent is giving his consent for the child's
participation in the busing plan.
Representatives of the Ku Klux Klan
were to have been allowed to speak in July
at a Klan-organized anti-busing rally.
"I personally, as a mother, feel that the
Klan movement will have no positive ,
direction here within our community," she
said at the time.
Mrs. Connor said the group would
vigorously protest the court order. "But I
can assure you that whatever the con-
cerned parents do, it will be done non-
violently," she said.
EVERYDAl —tola lames. office
fices in her charge, which are the ad-
mittance office, the insurance office, the
visitors control list and the switchboard.
"Through our insurance office we
process as many third-party billings as we
can, for as long as we can, before finally
calling on the patieta for payment.. .it's a
service for the patient that the cost of
which the hospital absorbs with no ad-
ditional charge to individuals," she said
Although she is manager of the four
areas, Mrs. James does do some "detail
work" as well. -I try to do a little of
everything, because you never know when -
you might be in a training position, What
good is office management knoWkdge if
you carat tell someone how to audit some
figures?" she added.
Returning to her desk after discussing
the merits of a revolving patient-card file
with the purchasing agent, Mrs. James
explained, "Everyone is equal here in this
office. We don't give priority treatment to
anyone. ..we just try to listen to human
problems and help work out solutions with
people in financial distress."
. Expecting to move to another area once
James finished hts education, the famil)
never got around to leaving. "I was from
Detroit, where we met, but I loved it here,
and my husband, was born and bred
here...so we stayed."
Marriçd 26 year's, the couple has a 10-
year old n, Ross, who visited the hospital
as e patient during his first year. "Yeti
'look at a hospital entirely differently when
you have a laved one there...but I trusted
manager for iite business nffice 
thr staff then, as I had before and as I do,'
A hospital-its-more ticarr.-peopte, -ara.
--tredn-einr
Warm -9ntil- S-Artiratt 
Vssf 
-Mut c bp-,--gryrEv-Frio,721), 7:7&70-iTa'osi% ov-r—Tific iob you do, you can always .- • 'skill and trust Our "w just tries to keep
ten miles per hour today and tonight
Wind becoming northwesterly at five 
look for something else, that's my-motto," she says. • things running smoothly for everyone,"to (Pholit by Nanci Peterson) she said.
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The Whole View and
Nothing Butt
By Abigail Van Buren
C 1975 by ChKago TrIbun•-141 Y Neves Synd , Inc.
DEAR ABBY: Every year, our section of four
neighborhood homes is subjected to a disgraceful display of
an uncovered rear end of a 68-year-old woman who plants
her pansies in this position.
She wears a very short dress and bends from the waist
instead of stooping or crouching. I once told her how
comfortable slacks are, and she launched into a tirade about
how unfeminine they were.
Her garden is in full view of our patio, and we can't
entertain or sit out there because this woman ruins the view.
Would you please comment? Sign this,
"SEEN IT ALL"
DEAR SEEN: The direct approach is usually the best
one. Why not tell your neighbor frankly that if she doesn't
like slacks, she should wear a longer dress while gardening.
DEAR ABBY: I am married to a 55-year-old wealthy
president of his own company. During our 22 years of
marriage, he has felt the need to consult periodically with
plychiatrists.
I have never even met any of his shrinks and many times
wasn't even aware that he had been seeing one until after
his therapy was completed.
My husband is highly motivated but can't do anything in
moderation. This applies to golf, taking medicine,
.AlteizeStiteXthingitipitAfregerki1119111.1411X,--.1"..:
Now he says he has a new shrink who has advised hirn to
forget his wife and two teenage children, and to "do his own
thing."
I'd like to know what in the hell this doctor thinks my
husband has been doing for the last 22 years without any
interference from me.
Your advice would be greatly appreciated.
MARYLAND
DEAR MARYLAND: I seriously doubt that any
psychiatrist worth his salt would advise a patient to "forget
his wife and family and to do his own thing."
Ask your husband to ask his psychiatrist to set up a
series of three-way sessions between husband, wife and
doctor to discuss where matters stand. It might even turn
out that there is no psychiatrist!_ -
DEAR ABBY: I've been going with Della for nearly a
year. We have a lot in common, and I've even con4idered
marrying her, but there is a problem.
Whenever we get into an argument (usually about
politics), she gets very angry and she bites me! Della has
bitten me on the cheek and also on the hand. When she
bites , she actually draws blood!
.,,1Does she need help?
ONCE BITTEN
DEAR ONCE: Yes! And if you don't get help (medical)
after having been bitten by a human, the effects can be
serious. IA human bite can be more dangerous than that of
an animal.) Della's obvious inability to curb her temper is
symptomatic of a deeper emotional problem.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "ON THE SPOT': I know of no
way for you to get your tapes and pictures back. But if you
suspect that you will eventually be blackmailed, discuss it
with a lawyer.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send El to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills. Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long,
self-addressed, stamped 120() envelope.





To Make Bus Trip
The Woodrnen Rangers will
make a bus trip to Beech Bend
Park, Bowling Green, on
Wednesday, August 6, with
buses to leave the Murray
Municipal Parking Lot on East
Main Street at seven a.m. and to
return to Murray at nine p.m.
This trip is for Rangers, ages
eight through fifteen. For in-
formation call the counselors,







-- Through the month of August brighten up your
















Hutson-Selwitz Vows Are Read
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Paul Selwitz
The sanctuary of the First
Christian Church was the scene
of the June wedding of Miss Ada
Sue Hutson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Dan Hutson of
Murray, to Steven Paul Selwitz„
son of Mr. and Mrs. H. P.
Selwitz of Willianisville, N. Y.
Dr. David C. Roos performed
the afternoon double _ring
ceremony. A program of nuptial
music was presented by Mrs.
Richard Farrell, organist, and
Rev. Ron Gordon, soloist.
Selections by Rev. Gordon were
"One Hand, One Heart,"
"More," and -The Lord's
Prayer."
Centering the church altar
were two brass spiral can-
delabra interwined with ivy and
sprinkled with multi-colored
flowers flanked by two green
vases of flowers. The com-
munion table held a mixed
bouquet of white roses, car-
nations in apricot, green, and
yellow, lavender and pink
asters, blue corn flowers, and
painted margarite daisies.
The windows were decorated
with brass candlesticks en-
circled with ivy and multi-
colored flowers. The register
table overlaid with an ivory lace
cloth was centered with a
wicker basket arrangement of
multi-colored daisies, car-
nations, asters, and corn
flowers. Mrs. James Dale
Clopton presided at the register.
Bride's Dress
The bride was lovely in her
summer gown of ivory sata
peau with a double ruffled scoop
neckline edged in Venice lace.
The empire bodice was outlined
with Venice and satin insertion,
and the graceful flowing skirt
was adorned with raised Venice
rose motifs. A deep biased
flounce encircled the hemline
and swept to a full chapel train.
Her three tiered fingertip veil
of ivory illusion was attached to
a close fitting cap of matching
Venice lace. She carried a
bridal bouquet of gardenias,
baby's breath, and stephanotis
placed on an ivory lace backing
and ivory satin ribbon.
Miss Kathy Rayburn was the
maid of honor. The bridesmaids
were Miss Barbara Edds, Miss
Katherine Converse, and Miss
Rebecca Selwitz.
They wore formal gowns of
medallion printed French
muslin in peppermint green on
ivory background featuring
tiered Bertha collars enhancing
the scoop necklines. Brief
sleeves were created with thP
collar flounces and the simple
dirndle skirts were 7cented
with deep hies flounces at, the
hemlines.
The attendants wore ivtry
sisal braid itraw ante-bellum
hats with the crowns draped
with matching bias bands of the
57They
caLritcl-pne.gaxa
colored French apricot and
green carnations, yellow
margarite daisies, blue corn-
flowers, white roses, and baby's
breath.
Michael E. Cathey served as
best man. Groomsmen were
Michael L. Cross, Edward
Selwitz, and Dan C. Hutson. Dr.
Russel Williamson and Joe Bill
Fridy were ushers. The men's
boutonnieres were green car-
nations backed with leatherleaf
tip.
For her daughter's wedding
the bride's mother chose to
wear a pearl grey crepe dress
with white lacy jacket. Mrs.
Selwitz, mother of the groom,
wore a peach colored crepe knit
sleeveless a-line dress with
matching jacket. Their cor-
sages were of white cattleya
orchids.
Mrs. N. P. Hutson and Mrs.
W. J. Gibson, Murray, grand-
mothers of the bride, and Mrs.
Wilson Inman, Hardin, grand-
mother of the groom, also had
white cattelya orchid corsages.
Reception
Following the ceremony the
reception was held at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
The serving table was
overlaid with ivory lace cloths
with yellow undercloth and
adorned with emerald green
bows and streamers. Centering
the table was a large cen-
terpiece of multi-colored
flowers in a silver bowl with
strings of smilax draped from it
to two silver candelabra
sprinkled with more of the
multi-colored flowers.
Garlanded around the punch
bowl and cake were the same
flowers. The cake was
decorated with live japhet
orchids and topped with a
"kissing couple" arched with
small live flowers. The
champagne table was covered
with an ivory lace cloth over
yellow and string smilax was
placed around the serving bowl.
The register table was cen-
tered with a white rose with
baby's breath. Live ferns,
shelfalerea, and marganata
trees were used throughout the
main ball room. The fireplace Ladies Events At
held a palmleaf basket
arrangement of magnolia
leaves and bliiems. A basket of
gypsophelia was used on the
mantel which was draped with
smilax and ivy.
Those serving at the reception
were MesdameS Robert' Ray
Buckingham, Gene Hendon, H.
Glenn Doran, Beck Wilson. Max
Carman, Buist Scott, Jr., Buist
Scott III, Pete Hulse, Jim)
Converse, David Palmer, Jim
Hart, and Jatnes Dale Clopton.
They, along with. the organist,
had multi-colored corsages of
--margarite daisies with rainbow
ribbons.
The couple left for a wedding
trip and are now residing in
Charleston., whole, .tne_ ,
' --groorrtts-serving- s a lieuterfant l'awr"S'FCla:Dati:Xr
of Kentucky College of 
sa.MtuAars ..c,taxton, lett.
y for visit with herNMiattly "gra dUuateS—oNaf XeLUI4nivrrsit; "
Denistry. The new Mrs. Selwitz 





Alateen will meet at the AA
Hall at seven p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Mental Health Center at
7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, August 5
Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will have a potluck
luncheon at the home of Mrs.
Frank Wainscott, Pine Bluff
Shores, at noon with Mrs. R. H.
Robbins as cohostess and
worship leader.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven
p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at seven p.m. at the
Masonic Hall.
First Baptist Church WMU
will hold its general meeting at
nine a.m. at the church with
Group IV in charge.
Kathleen Jones Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet at 7:15 p.m. at the home of
Mrs. Myrtle Wall Erwin.
Ellis Center will open at 10:30
a.m. for senior citizens with
sack lunch at noon, tablegames
at 1:30 p.m., bus run at 3:15
p.m., and shuffleboard at six
p.m. 110411;- Take a close look at factors
1111 7:2ra= .t4Fip—whigkintikurric,o your decisions.,
(May 22 to June 21)
citizens of Dexter CommurutY much improved work week.
Arts and crafts for senior things off to a better start for a Try to build a sturdier platform
will meet at the Dexter Corn- And don't overlook any NEW
munity Center at 930 --opportunity, no matter- how-
small.
Wednesday, August 6
Senior Citizens of the Kirksey
Community will meet in the
fellowship hall of the Kirksey
United Methodist Church at 1:30
p.m.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet for the lesson on yarn
pillow tops. For transportation
call 753-0929 by 11:30 a.m.
Flint Baptist Church Women
and Young Women, along with
other mission organizations,
will meet at the church at seven
p.m.-
Woodmen Rangers will leave
at seven a.m. from the Murray
Municipal parking lot for a bus
trip to Beech Bend Park,
Bowling Green, and return at
nine p.m.
Your Individual Horoscope , 
Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, AUGUST 5, 1975
411.
Look in the section in which regardless of who wishes to
your birthday comes and find hurry things through. View
what your outlook is, according offerings with an eye to the
to the stars. future.
  SCORPIO
ARIES 
gy:rzt-TCU-24 to Nov.-22) —
ritieV
Avoid present tendencies
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) toward recklessness and ex-
Several money-making ideas travagance. You could regret
may come to you, but be
selective. You can't grab the such actions in the future. Shun
whole bag. Choose the best, then haste and impulsiveness, too.
go ahead — with enthusiasm. SAGITTARIUS
TAURUS bow (Nov,23 to Dec. 21)
kvo
Lesson cin building- bird
houses and feeders will be at
Empire Farm, Land Between
the Lakes, from one to four p.m.
Wednesday, August 6
Children's Fiber Crafts
workshop, for ages 9 to 15,
Karen Boyd, instructor, will be
at Empire Farm, LBL, today
and tomorrow. Lantern walk
will start at Education Center,
LBL, at 8:30 p.m.
Bridge with Brenda Estes,
hostess, and golf with Nell
Tackett, hostess, will start at
nine a.m. at the Oaks Country
Club. A luncheon will be at noon
with Nell Tackett and Murrelle
Walker as hostesses.
Spring Creek Baptist Young
Women will meet at seven p.m.
at the church.
1VIATHIS GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Charles C.
Mathis of Fredericksburg,
Iowa, are the parents of a baby
girl, Jennifer Robyn, born June
19 at 10:42 a.m. at Saint
Joseph's Community Hospital
in New Hampton, Iowa.
There are two other Mathis
children, Cheryle, age 6, and
Mark, age 2.
Paternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Mathis of
Murray Route Four. Maternal
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
C. J. Bennett of Hazel Route
Two.
(Apr. 21 to May 21) You may need a little extra
Avoid tendencies toward push to put over pet projects
haste, emotionalism. Study now but, with your know-how
proffered plans, proposals, etc. and good judgment, you should
New advances indicated, but be able to overcome minor
don't lose interest in current obstacles.
GEMINI (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) IOW
''Projects. CAPRICORN
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
With your personality and
persuasiveness, you can be an
effective influence in areas
where stumbling blocks have




July 24 to Aug. 23) 424
Pull down all undesirable
barriers; recognize real ob-
stacles. With everything in




Aug. 24 to Sept. 23i. VIP .11.
Watch your budget now. Don't
go beyond limits until a pending
financial matter is definitely
settled. It COULD go differently
than you expect.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
If you're considering a new
proposition, study carefully,
to insure a more successful
assault on objectives. And do
NOT lose faith in them.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A better day for your interests
than you may realize. Waste no
time getting started, but don't
drive through, indifferent to the
reactions of others.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Don't jump to hasty —rorp-
clusions. Even where long-
postponed changes are due, do
not make them impulsively.
Best efforts could be rendered
futile by anxiety, premature
action.
YOU BORN TODAY are one
of the most versatile of all
Leoites — and that is saying a
lot. You have so many talents
and so much imagination that
you may find it difficult, at first,
to find your proper niche in life.
Once you have found it,
however, there is no limit to the
heights you can attain.
Murray Beauty Salon would like to
welcome to our staff
Mr. Tony Doughty
Call For An Appointment
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
Special For August
Shampoo & Set with Free Hair Cut
Murray Beauty Salon
Chestnut St. 753-3142
received her M. A. from the
University of Kentucky and
taught at Berea College last
year.
Out of town guests included
Mr. 'and Mrs. Gary Dukes, Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Bragdon, Mr.
and Mrs. William Thorpe, Mr.
and Mrs. Pat Hurley and
daughters, Mr. and Mrs. C. R.
Mifflin, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Inman, Garnetta and Melinda
Noles, Cathy treason, Ruby,
Spencer, and Joel Cathey,
Benton; Mr. and Mrs. W. 0.
Inman, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Inman, Ann Inman, Joseph
Tate, Patsy and Leigh Recimon,
Paris, Tenn.; Larry and Sally
Henderson, Dr. and Mrs.
Charles Wurth, Mr. and Mrs.
Gene Valentine and Karin,
Carol Bryant, Darlene Brown,
Lexington; Sharon Payne
Harvey, Owensboro; Mrs. G. G.
McWherter, Mrs. Bobby B.
McWherter, Miss Amy Lee
Gibson, Jackson, Tenn.; Mr.
and Mrs. Buist Scott III, New
York; Howard Selwitz, Penn-
sylvania; Mrs. Mary Ray,
Mayfield; Miss Susan Mason,
Paducah; Mr. and Mrs. James
McGee, Greg Sheeley, Carol
Mullins, Louisville; Tim J.
Morgan, Hazel; A. P. Knight,
Centralia, Ill.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Selwitz,
parents of the groom, en-
tertained the wedding party
with a rehearsal dinner at the
Holiday Inn. Thirty persons
were present.
Parties held in honor of the
couple during the wedding week
were: a Tea held at Benton by
Mesdames James Chambers,
James Wiseman, Othell Knight,
Coy Creason, Weldon Noles, and
Pat Hurley; dinner party by
Messrs and Mesdames Charles
Shuffett, Buist Scott, Jr., Pete
Hulse, and Cal Luther;
bridesmaids' luncheon by Miss
Kathy Rayburn and Miss Cathy
Converse; bachelor's party by
Michael Gross.
The Oaks Club
Bridge wiTI be played at the
Oaks Country Club on Wed-
nesday, August 6, at nine a.m.
Golf will be at the same time
with Members teeing off on No:
10 with Nell Tackett as hostess.
For bridge reservations call
by noon on Tuesday, Brenda
Estes, hostess, phone 753-0393.
Winners on July 30 were Reva
Shelton, high, and Frankie
Keller, second, with Ada Sue
Roberts as hostess.
Also on August 6.a ladies day
luncheon will be served with
Nell Tackett and Murrelle






























































































































































The fourth annual "Between
the Rivers Homecoming" has
been set for Sunday, August 10.
The site for the celebration
will be at the old Fenton Airport
just east of the Eggner's Ferry
Bridge on U. S. 68, in the same
area as the previous
homecomings.
People who liver in the area
now known as Land Between
The Lakes, their relatives, and
friends are expected to attend.
A basket lunch will be served
at noon. Participants should
bring their own lawn chairs and
portable picnic tables. Water
and restroorns will be provided
by TVA. A patrolman will be on
duty to assist in parking.
The planning committee and
TVA are expecting a crowd of
2,500 people this year, about
twice as many as attended last
year. No formal entertainment
is being planned. A member of
the Land Between The Lakes
staff will be present to welcome
the people back to their native
land.
Persons needing further
information may call or write
the following:
TVA office at Golden Pond,
telephone 924-5602, or the
following committee members:
Cadiz-Vance Leneave (chair-
man), George Bleidt, Jim
Wallace, and Geneva Wallace;
Murray-Raymond Matheny,
Bill Miller, and Junior Cassity;
Paducah-Adrian Conner, Floy
Miller, and Braxton Gillahan;
Colh.oun;




Mrs. Frances Richey of
Murray has been dismissed
from Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah, after having un-
dergone major surgery.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Ray Dunn of Hazel has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
TOLLEY GUESTS
Mr. and Mrs. Harold (Bud)
Tolley and children, Greg,
Mike, John, and Jeff, of Be! Air,
Md., have returned to their
home after a two weeks' visit
with their parents and grand-
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bryan




Eleanor Diuguid was the
medalist at the regular ladies
day golf held Wednesday, July
30, at the Murray Country Club.
Low net also went to Mrs.
Diuguid. Edith Garrison had the
best poker hand and Cathryn
Garrott won blind hole. Toni
Hopson was golf hostess.
Special Nino
FOlf Her
A ring is forever and we make
up these beautiful, versatile
rings special for the girl in
your life. For Mother or
Grandmother, colorful birth-
stones represent each child's
birth month. For the pre-teen
or teenager, her birthstone





Parrish And Nance Vows
Solemnized At Church
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Nance
Miss Theresea Jane Parrish.
and Jerry Nance were married
on Sunday, July 7, at the West
Fork Baptist Church and with
Bro. Guy Harper officiating at
the double ring candle light
ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Parrish,
Dexter, and granddaughter of
-Mr. and Mrs: Osro Butterworth
and Mr. and Mrs. Rice Futrell,
all of Murray, and Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Parrish, Dexter. The
groom's parents are Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Nance of Bell City.
Decorations for the ceremony
included two white candelabra
holding white candles and
greenry flanked by gold and
white pedestals with baskets of
white, yellow, and green tipped
daisies and baby's breath.
Centering the altar was an arch
of greenery with gold leaves
and two white doves tied with
ribbons in love knots hanging
from the middle with a white
and yellow bow. The family
pews were marked with green
and yellow satin bows.
The guest register in the
church entrance was kept by
Miss Nancy Copeland.
Mrs. Susan Lee, pianist,
presented a program of nuptial
music including the following
selections: "Colour My World,"
"The Way We Were," "Love Is
A Many Splendored Thing,"
"Close To You," and "The
Wedding March."
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in marriage
by her parents, wore an ivory
polyester and cotton gown
featuring a round neckline and
long sleeves with candlelight
lace edging both the neckline
and the sleeves. The empire
waist was accented bra tie
back and double edged lace
around the bodice and down the
 front of the dress with tiny lime
green ribbon woven in the
middle of the lace and tinybows
at the bottom of the lace. The
flowing train was accented with
a nine inch ruffle around the
bottom of the gown.
Her two tiered fingertip veil
of illusion was attached to a
daisy-look headpiece, trimmed
in three inch lace. The dress and
veil were made by the bride.
She carried a cascade bouquet
of yellow, white, and green
tipped daisies with illusion,
baby's breath, and yellow and
lime green ribbon tied in love
knots.
Her jewelry was a silver
heart diamond necklace, gift of
the groom. Her borrowed piece,
a silver pinky ring, was from
her matron of honor, Mrs.
Susan Cunningham. Miss
1 Bonnie Parrish, sister of the
bride, was bridesmaid.
Mrs. Cunningham and Miss
Parrish wore green and ivory
voile dresses designed with v-
neck, tie back, angel wing
The Hardin
Chiropractic Center
is open for patients
9-12 and 1-5 daily
hiserir Thursdal
Telephone_43742,Q5
sleeves, and ruffles at the
hemlines. The dresses were
accented with candle light lace
and they wore ivory hats with
green ribbon and daisies in the
back. Each one carried a single
yellow long stemmed mum
accented with green and ivory
ribbon and baby's breath.
Larry Cunningham served as
Zbpt
Jim Brasher was groomsman,
who also served as ushers. The




Rogers' Home Scene Of Coffee
Given In Honor Of Bride-elect
Another delightful courtesy
extended to Miss Karen Russell,
August second bride-elect of
Terry Hannah, was the coffee
held at the home of Mrs. James
Rogers, 207 North Sixteenth
Street, on Saturday, July 19.
The hostesses were
Mesdames Rogers, Woodrow
Herndcn, William C. Adams,
Sr., Jimmy Rickman, Bobby
Henry, and Steve Herndon.
The bride-elect chose to wear
from her trousseau a slack
ensemble of blue pants and
floral top. She was presented a
corsage of gardenias from the
garden of Woodrow Herndon by
the hostesses as was her
mother, Mrs. Eugene Russell,
and her grandmother, Mrs.
Frank Butler.
The beautifully appointed
serving table was overlaid with
a white linen cloth edged in lace
and centered with an
arrangement of roses in a silver
urn. Silver and crystal ap-
pointments were used to serve
the juice, coffee, pastries, etc.
Miss Russell was presented a
place setting of her chosen
pattern of pottery as a wedding
gift from the hostesses.
Thirty-five guests called
during the morning hours of ten
to twelve o'clock.
Xecath-I.Dise
By Helen F. Andrew, M.S.,
Health Educator
Laxatives
An advisory panel appoint-
ed by the Food and Drug
Administration to review
over-the-counter laxatives re-
ported that of the 70 laxative
ingredients used. 60 percent
were found effective, 19 per-
cent needed further study,
and 21 percent were ineffec-
tive or unstife.
"There is widespread mis-
use of self-prescribed laxa- Dr. Charles Bauer, writing'
No laxative should be used 19751, makes helpful sugges-
longer than one week, except Lions for the young child who
under the advice and super-_
tUxedOes with' velvet lapels arid---visi" of a PhYazejaa.
white shirts trimmed in green.
Their boutionneres were white
carnations.
Reception
Following the ceremony the
reception was held in the
fellowship hall of the Goshen
United Methodist Church.
The bride's table was covered
with a lime green cloth under an
ivory lace cloth and centered
with an arrangement of yellow
daisies and baby's breath in a
gold vase flanked by yellow
candles in matching holders.
The three tiered wedding
cake was decorated with yellow
roses and green petals, was
topped with three attached
wedding bells, and had four love
doves on the bottom tier.
Matching sheet cake and punch
was served for the guests.
Mrs. Danna Parrish and Mrs.
Elizabeth Smith served the
guests after the bride and
groom had their toast to each
other. Shane Nance distributed
rice bags.
Following a short wedding
trip, Mr. and Mrs. Nance are
now at home at 69 Riviera
Courts, Murray.
Rehearsal Breakfast
A breakfast was held on
Saturday morning, July 5, at
Perkins Pancake House prior to
the rehearsal at the church.
Attending the event were
members of the wedding party.
BEAUTY WEAK SPOTS
Beauty experts advise a
balanced diet, exercise and
plenty of rest as essential to
a beautiful complexion. But,
in some cases, even when
these rules are apparently fol-
lowed, certain people are not
able to maintain the good nu-
tritional status needed for a
smooth and healthy skin.
Scientists at Hoffmann-
La Roche lat.,- a vitamin pro-
ducer, have reviewed litera-
ture references which cite
skin conditions as a reflection
of vitamin deficiencies.
These references indicate
that such vitamin deficiencies
can produce rough, reddened
and dry areas. This suggests
supplementing your dietary
nutrients and vitamins.
One vitamih that is becom-
ing increasingly popular in
cosmetic and beauty products
is Vitamin B5, pantothenic
acid. A form of this vitamin,
called panthenol, is used in
skin creams, shampoos, sun-
tan lotions and lipsticks and
hair care proddieSer---
Y'ekilizers In Demaiid
7 It.‘,144...4n2t t  4.1X-LiMei
the" amriiiiiT of .
heingoisect would he reouired 
to double food production- in
the world's developed coun-
tries,
Two commonly used ingre-
dients were especially cited.
'tastor oil should be taken
infrequentiS, and only as a
single dose, the advisory
group said. Mineral oil pre-
vents absorption of the fat-
soluble vitamins.
With Americans spending
$300 million a year for laxa-
tives, it would seem to be taihe
to take seriously the findings
of Dr. Dennis Burkitt in
regard to the importance of
bulk in the diet. The use of
refined, low-residue foods-
white bread, pastries, meat,
refined cereals-is a major
factor in constipation. A
switch to whole-grain bread
and cereals is often all that is
required to produce normal
bowel action.
The habit of drinking two or
three glasses of lukewarm
water on ri;ing is often help-
ful in establishing regularity
of elimination.
is p Par
ents-that -theririay -ma ke-the -
problem worse by cornmani-
catin-g undue anxiety about
the problem to the child. A
more constructive approach
than nagging is to change the
diet to include more fruit and
vegetables and plenty of
water. Sufficient outdoor ex-
ercise promotes general good
health and strengthens the
abdominal muscles.
Dr. Bauer's cardinal rule-
and this applies to adults as
well as to children-is to
eatatallah regular bowel habits
by scheduling a visit to the
bathroom at the same time
each day.
With the establishment of
these good health habits there
should seldom if ever be any
need to use laxatives.
Cole's Camp Ground Women
Meet At Home, Mrs. Wrather
The monthly meeting of
Cole's Camp Ground United
Methodist Women was held on
Tuesday, July 15 at 7:30 p.m. at
the home of Mrs. Raymond
Wrather.
The meeting was called to
order by Mrs. Homer Fred
Williams. Mrs. Keith Let-
terman led the opening prayer.
A reading and discussion of the
books of Titus and Philemon
composed the program.
Matters of business included
the planning for a supper on
Sunday evening, August 10, as a
prelude for the church's revival
which will be held from August
10 through 15 at 7:30 p.m. each
evening. Discussions were held
as to getting various groups to
sing, and a committee was
appointed to work towards this
goal. Katie Letterman and
Delois Scott were appointed as
co-chairmen on this committee.
The meeting was closed with
a prayer by Mrs. Virginia
Crouse. Following the meeting,
Beurdean Wrath& served the
group delicious refreshments.
Those attending the meeting
were Frances Williams, Delbis
Scott, Virginia Crouse, Beur-
dean Wrather, Katie Let-
terman, Mildred Crouse, and
Rebecca Williams.
The next meeting is scheduled
for Tuesday, August 19.
Ladies Day Golf
Is Wednesday
The women of the Murray
Country Club will have their
regular ladies day golf on
Wednesday, August 6, at the
club.
Frances Hulse, hostess, said
pairings will be made at the tee
at nine a. rn:
Cook's tip
Place a couple spoonfuls
each of coarsely chopped cel-
ery and onion under chicken
or fish pieces. This prevents
skin from sticking to surface
used for cooking-oven bag
film or a metal pan. Celery
and onion also add flavor.
Determine doneness of chick-
en and other meats being
cooked in oven bags by insert-
' ing a fork right through the
bag.
. Ai1SAH18..SPEAtiER =_Aritt_scott L4 sletelJaci gi  
-1(TwinTs
gteeaspielgitscieL-Lks (mast Matins.
Club. He was introduced by.VraYne Morran, present Lt. Gov. of
Divisiois if and &member al the MayLieki club
To Wed In August
Miss Vickie Elaine Edwards
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lee Edwards, Benton Route Eight, an-
nouncelhe engagement and approaching marriage of their oldest
daughter, Vickie Elaine, to Lonnie Dale Lovett, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Lovett, Benton Route Four.
Miss Edwards is a 1973 graduate of Benton High School and is
employed by the Murray Ledger & Times.
Mr. Lovett is a 1972 graduate of South Marshall High School and
attends Murray State University. He is employed by his father in
his firm, Leon Lovett Plumbing and Backhot. Work.
The wedding will be held Friday August 15 at 7:00 p. m. at the
-7-..41ardin Church oL.Christ..Bro. Willis-Green will- perform. the
cefentony.
Following the wedding a reception will be held at the B. L.
Trevathan Room of the Bank of Marshall County. No invitations
willhe sent but all friends and relatives are invited to the wedding






The Baptist Young Women of
the Spring Creek Baptist
Church met on Monday, July 14,
at 7:30 p.m. at the church with
Mrs. Patty Harris presiding.
Mrs. Brenda Darnell led the
group in repeating the Wat-
chword. Miss Margaret Greer
read the prayer calendar with
Mrs. Martha Letterman leading
iri'prayer.
The group voted to give Mrs.
Barbra Lee a new subscription
to the Contempo magazine, a
policy for new members of the
group. Members will also help
with the "Christmas In August"
project in cooperation with
other mission groups at the
church.
The Blood River
A_ssociational BYW will meet
October 9 at the Fellowship Hall
of the First Baptist Church,
Murray, according to the an-
nouncement from the
associational officers.
Four children were given
Bibles by BYW during the
YOUNGBLOOD GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Roger
Youngblood, Mayfield Route
Seven, are the parents of a baby
girl, Amy Marie, born Wed-
nesday, July 23, at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Burl Youngblood of
Mayfield Route Six and Mr. and
Mrs. Robert J. Monterrante of
Lexington, Tenn.
recent Vacation Bible School at
the church.
Taking part in the program
were Mrs. Martha Letternian,
Mrs. Brenda Darnell, Mrs.
Angela Williams, Mrs. Barbara
Lee, Mrs. Katie Letterman,
Mrs. Patty Harris, Mrs. Vickie
Vied, Miss Margaret Greer, and
Mrs. Judy Cunningham, with







Baby Boy Newcomb (mother
Karla), Rt. 8, Benton, Baby Girl
Harper (mother Sheila), Rt. 3,
Box 1103, Murray, Baby Boy
Miller (mother Thersa), Rt. 7,
Box 70, Mayfield.
DISMLSSALS
Mrs. Josephine Baker, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Billie Price, 1100
Doran Rd., Murray, Jimmie
Key, Rt. 4, Cadiz, Mrs.
Elizabeth Leavitt, 1101 East
3rd, Metropolis, Ill., Miss Anne
Erwin, 807 Doran Rd., Murray,
Rondal Collie, Box 93, Dexter.
Mrs. Rita Wright and Baby
Girl, Rt. 7, Mayfield, Mrs. Beth
Shelton and Baby Boy, Rt. 7,
Box 83A, Murray, Mrs. Debbie
Melton and Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Big
Sandy, Tenn., Mrs. Joyce
Gordon, 1803 Ridgewood Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Linda Fulkerson,
Zimmerman Apt. No. 15,
Murray, Mrs. Thelma Eller, Rt.
3, Cadiz, Miss Marla Driver,
Box 111, Hazel, Mrs. Mildred
Canady, Box 294, Murray,
William Atkins, Box 126,
Hardin, Mrs. Louetta Courtney,
Rt. 4, Union City, Tenn., Basil
Swift, Rt. 1, Box 215, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Essie Reeves, Rt. 1,
Almo, Mrs. Julia West, 401 S.
8th St., Murray, Jessie Green,
300 Elm St. Murray, Mrs.
Elizabeth Holcomb, Murray,'
Manor Apts. J-3, Murray, Mrs.
Lois Ward, 112 N. 12th, Murray,
Mrs. Obera Brown, Rt. 1, Almo,
Willard Palmer, 812 W. Water,
Mayfield, Verchen Hodges, Rt,
5, Murray, Euel Pritchett,






Baby Girl Duncan (mother
-Dinbai-LI, Rt. V,
- DISMISSALS
Mrs. Wanda K. Sullivan, 505
W. Lee, Mayfield, Mrs. Peggy
R. Boddy, Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs.
Deborah G. Tidwell and Baby
Girl, Rt. 7, Mayfield, Mrs.
Sylvia Sills, Dover, Tn., Mrs.
Elizabeth King, 9214 Casa Dr.,
Indianapolis, Ind., Miss Estelle
Rumfelt, 509 Elm St., Murray,
Mrs. Barbara J. Darnell, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Mrs. Mildred W. Shaw,
519 Shady Lane, Murray, Mrs.
Bernice L. Morgan, 1511 Kirk-
wood, Murray, James E.
Ruddle, 938 S. 5th., Mayfield,
John D. Grogan, Rt. 3, Murray,
Mrs. Rebecca T. Graham
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alike benefitted from the annual,
city-wide sidewalk sale held in
Murray over the past weekend.
Shoppers were able to browse
among the many bargains offered
by the merchants, who in turn
were able to clear their shelves of
seasonal merchandise in
preparation for this fall and win-
ter.
It is gratifying from our van-
tage point to see businesses from
all parts of the city—the down-
town, the shopping centers, and
outlying areas—participate in a
sale of this magnitude.
Guest Editorial
The sidewalk sale is the largest
sale of its kind throughout the
year in Murray and we are cer-
tain that most towns of com-
parable size do not receive the
cooperation of the merchants that
is evident here.
We salute the merchants, the
local banks who helped promote
the sale and especially the
Murray Chamber of Commerce
and executive secretary, James
Johnson, for their work in presen-




In rejecting a proposal that and after dinner and until bedtime
public school students be allowed (assuming of cdurse paren
to smoke in certain outdoor areas permit it).
on the premises, the Board of The other alternative 'is ,'that
F.doeation_has_given_the imokers_._§4.4cnt,s. who can't wait.rna take
enou-gE.ZieiffireS'I öüTa feW filffInrillErt̀PgrfT)37ftirafld- -
avert nervous breakdowns. face the possibility of sutpension.
Schools are in session only 180 _Disciplining of young people is,
diys a year. Knd students aFein-01. -should -15F,- --a—part- of- -the
school only about six hours each education proceSs. And if the
day. That means they can smoke student can't take a little
to 'their hearts' content the other discipline now, his willingness to
185 days of the year, en route to abide by rules may be difficult in
school, en route from school, adult life. '
before and after breakfast, before - Hagerstown ( Md.) Daily Mail
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Aug. 4, the 216th day
of 1975. There are 149 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
-Ott this date in 1914, Britian declared
war an Germany at the beginning of the
Firgt World I.
On this date:
In 1790, a U.S. naval force which later
became the Coast Guard was formed.
In 1805, the United States concluded a
peace treaty with Tripoli.
In 1892, Lizzie Borden was arrested in
Fall River, Mass., for the hatchet murder
of her father and stepmother.
In 1916, the United States bought the
Danish Virgin Islands for $25 million.
In 1955, eleven U.S. Air Force fliers cap-
tured during the Korean War reached
Hong Kong after being freed from prison
in China.
In 1962, President John F. Kennedy an-
nounced that the highest American award
for a civilian would go to Dr. Frances
Kelsey, the Federal official who kept the
harmful drug, Thalidomide, off the
American market.
Ten years ago: President Kwame
Nkrurnah of Ghana was in touch with U.S.
and North Vietnamese leaders in an effort
to restore peace in Vietnam.
Five years ago: The death toll from
Hurricane Celia was put at more than 30,
in Cuba, Florida and Texas.
One year ago: Portugal's government
announced that it was ready to recognize
the territory of Portuguese Guinea as an
independent state.
Today's birthdays: Britain's Queen
Mother Elizabeth is 75. Former Secretary
of Agriculture Ezra Taft Benson is 76.
Thought for today: Youth will be served
— English proverb.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago „today, General George
Washingtorkreported to the Continental
Congress that ammunition was critically
short, that his regiments differed greatly
in size and that steps must be taken to




WASHINGTON (AP) — The cost of They/Are challenging the traditional Blue
medical care in America is rising more Cross and Blue Shield role of fiscal 
/,(
inter-
rapidly than the cost of living, partly be- ediary channeling money from sub-
cause Blue Cross and Blue Shield hesitate scribers to medical care providers with
to impose cost controls on doctors and only rudimentary controls.
"The system is out of control. The little
guy is going to be priced out of Blue Cross
and Blue Shield coverage," said Dam
Demlow, Michigan insurance com-
missioner. Michigan Blue Cross sought a
39 per cent rate hike earlier this year and
Blue Shield a 26 per cent increase. Demlow
cut the $316 million increase request in
half, citing specific areas where he said
the two organizations hadn't moved to con-
trol doctors and hospitals. Blue Cross and
Blue Shield are challenging his authority
in court.
One of Demlow's objections was to the
advertising budget. He said most of it was
for image-building and of no direct benefit
to subscribers.
His objection raises the whole issue of
administrative costs, which run between
$800 million and $900 million annually for
all 144 plans, or between 5 and 10 per cent
of total income. A study of insurance in-
dustry statistics shows that Blue Cross and
Blue Shield spends less of the consumer's
dollar on administration than do the com-
mercial insurance companies. But there
are problems. The salaries of the five top
executives in each plan, for example, not
only kept pace with inflation from 1966 to
1974, but rose an additional 30 per cent.
--;--Itie--fasiyaneat.44-30-pevacitut.of the( netieles4.--... Tile salaries °f the- gestdents r ed-last
Bible Thought
We have thought of thy loving.
kindness, 0 God, in the midst of
thy temple. Psalm 28:9.
How often do we really think
about how loving and kind and
longsuffering is to put up with our
selfish moods.
hospitals.
A three-month investigation by
Associated Press indicates at
Americans might save millions,/ and
perhaps billions, of dollars annuallyif Blue
Cross and Blue Shield changed some of its
practices. •
Instead, the rates of the t‘o nonprofit,
public service health insurance
organizations are climbing steeply across
the country.
In Florida, Blue Cross asked the state in-
surance corrunissien for a 26 per cent rate
hike. Florida Blue Shield wants 14 per cent
more. Increases in Colorado range from 10
per cent to 40 per cent.
Rates vary widely among the 144 Blue
Cross and Blue Shield plans. Coverage for
one family now ofteli costs between $50 and
$65 monthly.
• 
The Murray Ledger &Ilmes
The Murray Ledger Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4. Christ,
mos Day. New Year s Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers. Inc , 103 N ith Sr
Murray. Ky 42071
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray. Ky
12071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
comers 52 25 per month payable in advance
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton. Nor
din, Mayfield Sedolci and FormIngton Ky and
Paris. Buchanan and Puryeai Tenn S2 50 per
year By mail to other destinations 527 50 per
yeor
Member of Associated Press Kentucky Press
Association ond Sourhern Newspaper
Publishers Association
The price of a semiprivate hospital room
has risen 197 per cent — to $100 a day or
more in many hospitals — in the past 10
years, according to government statistics,
while doctors' fees have, gone up 85 per
cent. The cost of living, meanwhile, has
risen 68 per cent.
The AP investigation indicates that Blue
Cross and Blue Shield — now involved in
$100-billion annual medical bill — might ,500 AllentownaN
a7-to
$110,000 in New York City.
Blue Cross and Blue Shield had their
beginnings in the economic hard times of
-the 1930s. They were organized by hospi-
tals and doctors seeking to assure finan-
cial solvency by selling prepaid health
care.
The idea spread. Doctors and hospitals
in many states sought and obtained special
legislation making Blue Cross and Blue
Shield nonprofit, public service
organizations exempt from the taxes and
restrictions placed on the commercial in-
surance industry. _
The organizations grew up under the
control of doctors and hospitals — a
domination that still has its impact.
The American Medical Association
helped found the parett -natibnal Blue
Shield Association. Until the early 1970s,
the American Hospital Association owned
the Blue Cross trademark and had direc-
tors on the board of the national Blue Cross
Association.
Under criticism, both national
associations have adopted policies
requiring local boards of directors to have
a majority of "public" members repre-
senting subscribers instead of doctors and
hospitals.
The AP investigation found that many of
these public members are corporate
executives, bankers and lawyers, almost
always chosen by doctors and hospitals or
self-perpetuating boards of directors, and
not by subscribers.
The local Blue Cross and Blue Shield
plans remain autonomous and in-
dependent from the national Blue Cross
and Blue Shield associations, whose of-
ficials often pressure local groups to
change.
"Of course, it's frustrating at times. We
have to pressure them. The miracle is that
we've grown to where we are over the
years," said George Heitler, Blue Cross
Association senior vice president.
The two health insurance systems also
are the principal intermediaries for the
distribution of $15 billion annually in
federal health care funds, most of it
Medicare for the elderly.
Blue Cross and Blue Shield now want to
secure a major role in any national health
insurance organization Congress might
create.
They might attain it simply by virtue of
their nationwide computer facilities. No
other organiiation has the computer
capacity in place that would be required to
run a national health insurance program.
Health insurance industry observers
consider Blue Cross and Blue Shield
coverage among the best available in ter-
ms of benefits to consumers. They have led
the industry in offering comprehensive
coverage for groups and individuals. They
have led in offering nonhospital benefits,
paying for walk-in emergency room care
in full, and offering coverage of home nur-
sing care that otherwise might require a
more expensive hospital room.
But the various plans often shy away
from compelling doctors and hospitals to
make changes. For %Tample, more than 50
Blue Cross plans will pay for tests done
outside a hospital and needed in prepara-
tion for hospitalization. This testing lean
shorten some hospitalizations one or two
days. But none of the 50 plans requires this
preadmis 'on testing. It's optional.
Why? quiring preadmission testing
Means con onting doctors and hospitals,
and that can be dynamite, Blue Cross of-
put brakes on this inflapon.
- All the Blue CrosilBlue Shield plans,
for example, agree to pay the hospital and
doctor costs of elective surgery without
requiring a second opinion on the need for
that surgery. One New York City union in-
stituted a second opinion requirement in
its health insurance plan. That was in 1972
and elective surgery has been reduced by
17.5 per cent among the 11,000 union mem-
bers since then, at a saving of $7 a mem-
ber. A doctor who testified at a
congressiontl hearing projected this
saving nationwide and came up with a '
saving of $5 billion.
Blue Shield, which pays doctor bills,
gives doctors a major say in determining
the amounts Blue Shield will pay them for
treating subscribers. But the formula used
encourages doctors to raise their bills.
because the bills they submit help deter-
mine the reimbursements they'll get. Only
five of the 71 Blue Shield organizations
have put limits on this system.
Blue Cross, which provides hospital in-
surance, is helping finance over 60,000 sur-
plus beds in American hospitals. Only
three of the 73 Blue Cross plans require
hospitals to verify the medical necessity of
a hospital admission at the time it occurs
and police length of stay. Only a third of
the plans negotiate in advance the hospital
rates they'll reimburse. The rest either
pay what a hospital charges, or audit a
hospital's bills after they're received.
Each of these problems Can add to medical
care costs, the AP investigation found.
•
Eighty-two million people have Blue
Cross coverage and 72 million Blue Shield.
But they have little say in running the 144
different and largely independent plans or
in determining rate increases. Each plan
has a board and many of these boards are
dominated by doctors and hospital of-
ficials, or by laymen chosen by medical so-
cieties and hospital officials, the AP in-
vestigation found.
Since Blue Cross and Blue Shield pay for
services provided by hospitals and doc-
tors, each time there's a rate increase the
question arises whether these directors
have done all they can to compel doctors
and hospitals to hold down costs.
In the states where Blue Cross and Blue
Shield must secure government approval,
rate increases in the past often have been
routinely granted. But. a few states are
questioning Blue Cross and Blue Shield
policies, among them New Jersey, Penn-
sylvania, Ohio, Vermont and Michigan.
Let's Slav Well 
Blood Pressure In Pregnancy
High blood prenure during
pregnancy require; ispecial at-
tention. The combination can be
dangerous.
It is important to know
whether the pregnant woman
has hypertension and if it existed
prior to pregnancy or developed
during it. This information can
have an important bearing on
the management, of her disease.
t• Monitoring the Waal pressure
el one of the most signiiyant
reasons for having periodic ex-
• animations_ .iluring
The blood area-sure, remains
a‘aaaliaaaect. or _SillnillOTtel
By F.J.L. Blassingame, MI)
urine may show casts and
albUmin as a result of the added
stress. The physician checks the
urine at frequent intervals dur-
ing pregnant). to watch out for
early evidence of kidney trouble
If a woman is taking any ot
several medications for high
blood pressure prior to pregnan-
cy. the physician may ask her to
step the medication because of
possible ill-effects on the fetus.
especially i early weeks of Q: Mrs. lt.B. asks for comment
pregnancy 7lowiiver. he may
II tnsI(lcr 
elevation is that_she
that het -bitsal iif men \
• ikiiitirtue - -Oft17Y ltfLYJA s,everalreauses ut_ij
111Z41'4" _ •••••'" eeeritstnetteet eft-ft/raw An--fee
sure, and May .lead to kidiwy
failure and convulsions -7 even
death of fetus and mother.
Skilled management is essential.
If a pregnancy is planned, it is
desirable that the prospective
mother have a prior examina-•
nein. which should include
checking her blood pressure and
her kidneys •
BLASINGAME
quently. Stre.s.s associated With
overwork or loss of sleep mie
impair sexual activity. /Depres-
sion is a commen cause of impo-
tence. If it persists. seek the help
-of _a physician.
Q: T.II. asks whether
Medical, evidence shows that
tahacco smoking by a pregnant
Mother can damage her fetus
. A: Nliany medical authoritius ficiais say, -
base_gaen' eil mothers ahoid 
.
Local Blue Cross and Blue Shield of-
smoking during pregmliii.,•A,Thk:' jicials often express a common fear:" If
dewlefilati- letaaas-laialala -masa) :41--tfiey flea-their fiscal muscles too much'
frite-le many ebt...awieals, ,. :Air. ?fr._ _:•-... cio . .tees and hospitals Will boycott them,.





United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: THE NEW DESPOTISM
The use of massive governmental power
to compel equality of condition is one of the
most disturbing aspects of our era. Unless
Americans awake to the threat inherent in
income redistribution schemes, freedom
in the United States may be destroyed.
A ely warning of this threat was
voicedrecently by Dr. Robert A. Nisbet,
Albert Schweitzer Professor of the
Humanities at Columbia University.
Addressing a convocation at Rockford
College in Illinois, Dr. Nisbet pointed out
that there is an effort under way in the
United States to undertake a massive and
revolutionary redistribution not only of
income and property, but also of position
and learning.
For example, the federal government
clearly attempts direct income
redistribution with tax laws. So-called
Affirmative Action programs require
colleges and universities to hire people on
the basis of race, creed, color and
language group, rather than
qualifications. A further exareple is the
food stamp program which creates a
privileged class of recipients who obtain
groceries at the expense of self-reliant
HARRIGAN
audience at Rockford: "The effort to
legislate, to mandate a moral value upon a
lar4e and variegated population is an
effort that has to proceed, as history
makes clear, through ever greater in-
fusions and extensions of power."
In other words, the new equality can
only be achieved by curbing or eliminating
liberty. As Dr. Nisbet pointed out,
"Bureaucracy by its nature prizes
uniformity."
For Big Government to insist on equality
beyond equality before the law, which all
Americans approve, must involve an
assault on vital, differentiating liberty.
Total equality is impossible in a truly
free society, for people are unequal in their
abilities and energy. If government takes
everything ham the able and energetic
and transfers it to the unqualified and the
indolent, liberty is destroyed. Moreover, a
great injustice has been committed.
Thus the theorists of income
redistribution, favor an unjust society, a
society in which men and women do not get
their due. Indeed, for this reason, a
socialist society is an inherently unjust
society in which freedom cannot exist.
citizens. Dr. Nisbet makes a strong case" for
This is a conscious process; Dr. Nisbet liberty vs. the new equality of
quoted -Prat,. CbOalaphor §Y.trii.gg-AMOXIalick4 ;-
yard who wrote: "We need to establish the man in the street, can readily untlerstand
idea that the federal government is
responsible not only for the total amount of
national income but for its distribution."
Dr. Jencks added that in order to achieve
the measure of equality he desires "we,
will have to establish political control over
the economic institutions that shape our
society." This is what other societies call
socialism.
Prof. Nisbet warns that this new
equality can only be achieved by making
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his message and the morality behind it.
When property owners get their tax bills,
they understand that they are the victims
of tax thievery. The new equality, which is
the rationale for federal handout
programs, is, in fact, the new despotism.
10 Years Ago
David Manning, age 18, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Brent Manning, died yesterday from
injuries sustained in an automobile ac-
cident.
Members of the Kiwanis Club Will make
a tour of the Clarks River Watershed at the
regular meeting night.
Freeman Barnhill is pictured with the
large tinher rattlesnake he killed
yesterday between the rivers_ He works
wilkith the Tennessee Valley Authority.
Members of St. John's Episcopal
Church, their families, and guests held a
picnic at Paris Landing State Park on
August 1.
The Retail Division of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce said that the
Murray Sidewalk Sale has been scheduled
for August 13 and 14.
HEARTLINE
HEARTLINE is a service for Senior
Citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions
and solve problems—fast. Write to
HEARTLINE, 8514 North Main St.,
Dayton, Ohio, 45415.
Heartline: Can you tell me what R. S. V.
P. is!. lam a retired person who would like
to be more active. H. B.
Answer: R. S. V. P. *stands for Retired
Senior Volunteer Program, and is a
volunteer program for older persons who
are interested in contributing their time,
shills, and concern for others to aid their
community.
Since experience is the best teacher, it
follows that people of retirement age have
much to offer in knowledge, skills,
patience, and unending dedication. If you
are retirsikand at least 60 years of age, and
are willing to give a small portion of your
time on a regular basis, and in search of an
opportunity to be useful, needed, and
appreciated, write to ACTION,
Washington; D. C:, 20525...Tbere are no
restrictions based on education, income,
or eirper lent*. .__
Heartline. I recently paid $700.00 for a
20 Years Ago
Pvt. Larnon J. Lovett is now in basic
training as a member of the Third Ar-
mored Division at Fort Knox.
Leland H. Peeler is now undergoing nine
weeks of recruit training with the U. S.
Navy at San Diego, Calif.
Deaths reported are Mrs. M. G. Carman,
age 55, and Luther Burnphis, age 64.
Speakers at revival meetings in the area
include Bro. Charlie Taylor at Green Plain
Church of Christ and Rev. A. Z. Clayton at
Goshen Methodist Church,
Mrs. James Harris, president, presided
at the meeting of the Advisory Council of
the Calloway County Homemakers
Association held August 2 at the Extension
office.
money because they say that I have ad-
mitted that it helps some. It does not help
$700.00 worth. R. C.
Answer: The company will soon send
you a full refund, minus the cost of the ear
mold, which can never be used by anyone
else. We were fortunate in your case to be
able to get your refund. In many cases, we
are not fortunate.
Heartline suggests that -anyone - Who
suffers from a loss of hearing should see
their family doctor first. The _ loss of
hearing is a medical problem. It can be a
symptom of a more serious disease or
something that can be 'corrected by
surgery or just cleaning your ears
properly. Your doctor may refer you to an
ear specialist. As a rule of thumb, be sure.
Go to a doctor first. Do not go to a hearing
aid dealer first. If there is a serious or
complicated medical problem, your
hearing aid dealer may not be able to
detect
Heartline: iNhere can I get some in-
formation about what can be done to help
my son in the way of benefits? Be is 21 and
disablett-i-have just retired and it is dif-
fkult to support him on my low income, TY.-
S R
•ZSIlatiC0 rOmPet --bees444aid-alictliav-444discowtatacktt:;. ;..Answec.ziithie
p %%eight, INthies amonA mothiTs , an advantage. "Nonsense. They're so that I had a build-up of wax in my ears, furnish You with a publication titled- .
_1 • poVielTOTT8W. ITITt1MOTIVITIstte-a_ worry, ararliTn now7fIrtrAbill,t ag teerWIttruntir7,7-fat- 'w-ur-it
v- BefloTirs
-ve ir worsen during Preg. prei!nancv ill its Lea irunesiei is rimy result frodi chronic failing . sn". 4"' tribacc" .111'4 •t'"11'
minr). and have an .a.'4, ociated i , lig) oh 'health, and.other !ai.,ras of diZ,e , airwurnented by many I, ,t 
replica -Weliheth Tannenbaltm. Michigaa since the doctor removed the- -wax-. The Disabled Before Age 22". publication
deputy insurance commissioner. • hearing aid company will not refund my number SSA 73-10012.
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Louisiana Superdome
Opens With
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
Watching the opening of the
$163 million Louisiana Super-
dome from seats a dizzying 17
stories up was like watching
Mardi Gras from a ferris
wheel.
"Somebody's gonna get
killed," said a panting specta-
tor who had toiled up the 30 de-
gree grade to the top tier of
seats. "It feels like you're fall-
ing on your face."
"Just hand me an oxygen
mask and let me sit here for
awhile," a woman with him
said.
"Man, ain't it something,"
said another man from a near-
by seat.
"Exciting space," observed a
young architect in the jargon of
his profession.
Dixieland musicians down on
the floor 'gave way to the New
Orleans Summer Pops Orches-
tra, which in turn stepped aside
for Adler Ledoux's Cajun fid-
dlers. The Southern University
band wound up the six-hour
free show Sunday. All of it
blared from giant speakers sus-
pended from the stadium's roof
270 feet up.
The musicians appeard ant-
'Sized from the top seats, but
six 22-by-26-foot television
screens magnified them in
close'up color.
Haute couture rubbed elbows
with tank tops and cutoffs,
youth with the elderly, roaming
the miles of ramps, lining up at
the portable beer stands under
- th0.13.aere,roof,_
"It's a typical Mardi Gras
crowd," said John Pechon Jr.,
director of security for the
Dome. He estimated that 80,000
people were inside the arena at
the peak of the day's action.




Four persons were killed in
traffic accidents Sunday, bring-
ing the state's weekend high-
waY death toll to six, state po-
lice said.
An elderly Morgan County
man, Raney Pieratt, 83, of De-
hart, died Sunday evening in a
two-car accident on KY 519,
near a junction with KY 7, po-
lice said.
A headon collision Sunday
afternoon on U.S. 129 just out-
side Frankfort killed a Franklin
County woman and her son,
Jane Mitchell, 23, and her 3-
year-old son Charles, when
their car skidded into an on-
coming car on a rain-slick
curve, police said. No one else
was seriously injured.
A collision betwen an auto
and a camper in downtown
Louisville killed a Jefferson
County deputy sheriff early
Sunday, police said. Chesley
Blades, 29, was killed in the
crash, on Interstate 65 near
Market St. His body was re-
turned to his native Greensburg
for burial.
Two persons died in separate
accidents Saturday.
Roger Pack, 26, of Firebrick
in Lewis County, was fatally in-
jured in a two-car crash on KT
210, near Firebrick.
And Melinda Willyard, 17, of
Owensboro, died when the car
she was riding in ran off a road
near her home.
Free Show
locked away from public view:
the plush private suites, con-
vention meeting rooms, office
spaces. Much of it — an esti-
mated $1 million worth — was
still unfinished: escalators and
elevators didn't work, ceiling
tiles hadn't been installed, and
water fountains were dry. The
crowd didn't seem to mind.
Cars backed up a half mile
waiting to get into the parking
garages as others tried to get
out, but there were no angry
shouts and little horn tooting.
The Dome was flew years in
planning and an equal number
of years in construction. It has
been the subject of political
controversy and two dozen law-
suits, and its financial dealings
have been investigated by fed-
eral, state and local authorities.
Its cost ballooned from the ini-
tial bid price of $93 million to
the current $163 million.
The entire Louisiana territory
was purchased for $15 million
in 1803, but nobody in the Mar-
di Gras atmosphere inside the





COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Farmers are guaranteed prices
higher than the going market
for their cattle at meat-packing
plant here operated solely for
the National Farmers Organ-
ization (NFO), according to the
plant supervisor.
All of the 40,000 pounds of
ground beef produced at the op-
eration each week goes to NFO
"sidewalk sales," said Don
Henderson, who also operates a
130-acre farm in Winchester,
Ohio.
The farmers are paid based
on the success of those sales,
but get at least three cents a
pound dressed weight more
than the going market price,
and sometime eights cents per
pound more, he said.
Henderson said the NFO
makes no profit, but charges 27
cents per live hundredweight
for processing and marketing
costs. He added that the owner
of the plan, Gus Juengling of
Cincinnati, and the packaging
firm in Covington also get a fee
for each animal process or
pound of meat sold, but he
wouldn't say how much.
ENDS ARMY CAREER—Sergeant Major James L Poole, son
of Albert E. Poole of Murray, and Mrs. Marell Faug of Groten,
Conn., retired from the Army Thursday, July 31, at Ft. Rucker,
Ala. He wears the Meritorious service Medal he received for
outstanding work in his last position, chief instructor of
Rucker's Maintenance Training Division, Department of
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About 70 Per Cent Of Brazil's
Coffee Crop Destroyed By Frost.
LONDFUNA, Brazil (AP) —
Brazilian coffee experts now
say that about 70 per cent of
the country's coffee crop has
been destroyed by a killer frost
in southern Brazil.
The intense frost defoliated
millions of coffee trees and
from an airplane the devas-
tated hills of Parana state and
thousands of acres of fertile
coffee land in three other states
between Rio de Janeiro and
this southern city resembled
the scorched trail of a maraud-
ing army.
Most Londrina coffee produc-
ers, collectors and adminis-
trators agreed that this was the
"worst frost this century."
"The frost was terrible, it
couldn't be better," said Mar-
cos Schaulff, owner of a major
plantation near Londrina. "Not
one of these trees will produce
another coffee bean for two
years. But in June before the
frost, I collected a record 40,000
bags of coffee," he added.
The predicament of the well-
stocked producer surrounded
by 120,000 withered coffee trees
reflects Brazil's position on the
international market.
Most experts speculate that
Brazil will use its coffee re-
serves to retain its traditional
37 per cent share of world cof-
fee exports next year. Brazilian
coffee, which will earn the na-
tion an estimated $1.2 billion to
$1.5 billion in 1975, currently
fills about one-third of the
world's coffee pots.
Selling Brazilian Coffee In-
stitute stockpiles would, how-
ever, leave the cupboards bare
for 1977, when many plants
would still not have recovered
from the frost, experts said.
Regional directors of the in-
stitute have estimated that 70
per cent of Brazil's 1976 coffee
harvest is gone, but estimates
from independent agencies, like
the U.S. Commerce Depart-
ment, have not yet been re-
leased.
At any rate, the catastrophe
is certain to boost coffee prices
around the world. Consumer
prices in Brazil soared 60 per
cent this week following 100 per
cent increases of coffee quota-
tions on New York and London
exchanges.
Bro. Hall Is Speaker
At Farmington Church
Bro. Paul Hall of Sugarland,
Texas, is the speaker at the
gospel meeting being held this
week at the Farmington Church
of Christ.
Services will be at 7:45 each
evening through Sunday,
August 10. Larry Colley is the
song leader.
Miss Your Paper?
' Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger S.
Times by 5:30 p. m. are urged
to call 753-1916 between 5:30
, p. m. and 6 p. m. to insure1)
delivery of the newspaper.




Central Shopping Center Open 9-9 Daily 14 Sin.
Fantastic First of the
Month SAVINGS
ideaito use white away-
from home when changing







New "extra absorbent" Pampers with
custom-fit tapes. Perfect for older babies or
babies that wet heavy. Boxes of 24.
912 I tria Influted
PLAY BALLS
9'i-inch vinyl inflated Plat HosFs
halls for hours of fun. Choose 1












2 gallon buckets of thecae( Latex
House Paint. Re-ineabk plastic pail.
Blister and fade resistant. For brick,




Flattering Ao-Iron Styles . . .
Sleepwear Group
96Flattenng waltz lengthgowns or baby doll
pajamas in beautiful
pastel colon. Machine








CHOICE OF 2 VEGETABLES, HOT
ROLLS, BUTTER, COFFEE, OR ICE TEA.
Reg. '1.62
1 39
Fish Special Every Friday


















Jumbo size Beech-Nut Gum.
Choose from Fruit Stripe, Pep
permtnt, Cinnamon, or Spearmint
with 18 sticks.
Long Itoting









Four-inch paint brush with polyester „
bristles and brown plastic handles.' -gfg nag
















washable for 5 yrs. • no hand stirring
resists fading and staining
new vinyl acrylic WO formula












Four 3.5-oz. net wt.) bars of personal size Ivory
Gentle and mild enough for the whole family
No Drip Flat Latex
Wall Paint
$ 47
• thiC . .wonl -drip • no splatter_ .
• dries in 20 myilites # _ easy" cleaLi.iitiTiZilyaiii
• goes on smoothly • covers more evenly_
LOW TO THE GROUND - Scott Hill of the Murray Little League All-Stars fires in a pitch low to the
ground as a Louisville batter gets ready to swing. Hill worked five fine innings on the mound for Murray.
(stet notes by Mike Brandon)
FIRST HIT - Robin Roberts swings away and connects with o long triple into dead denter that scored the
first run of the contest for the Murray Little League All-Stars against Louisville Saturday.
Hole-In-One Provides Spark
That Carries Littler To Win
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
HARRISON, N.Y. (AP) - It
was a typical Gene Littler un-
derstatement, softly drawled,
low-key, played-down.
"It was," mused Gene after
due consideration; "a pretty
fair shot."
The "pretty fair shot" in
-question was a hole in one. -
It got him back in the golf
tournament, set up a surging
finish in brutal, 100-degree
heat, allowed him to tie weary,
wilting Julius Boros and go on
to a playoff victory in the rich
Westchester Classic.
"I didn't have any thought of
winning the golf tournament
until I got the hole in one," he
said. "I really didn't figure I
had any chance at all."
But, propelled by his fifth
competitive ace, Littler played
his last five holes in four under
par. It finisheccoff a six-under-
par 66 that gave him a 271 total
for 72 holes over the hot, hilly,
humid, haze-covered West-
chester Country Club course.
Boros, the overweight 55-
year-old delight of millions of
middle-aged hackers through-
out the world, was obviously
suffering in the hottet weather
the tour has seen this year. He
came from five strokes off the
pace with a final 65, once had
the lead alone, had a chance to
clinch it with a six-font.. birdie
putt on the 72nd hole - and
missed it.
"I wanted to mike that putt
and close everybody else out,"
Boros said.




knot life and death. Most people
:retire to play golf and fish. I do
it for a living."
A victory would have made
him the oldest winner the tour
has ever produced. •
The missed putt left him one
in front. Littler had yet to play
the 18th, a par five He was
short and right in tfrpitched
on to about five feet and made
the birdie putt.
It sent them to the 15th to
start a sudden death playoff.
Both missed the fairway. Both
HARRISON, N.Y. (AP) - Fi-
nal top scores and money-win-
nings Sunday in the $250,000
Westchester Golf Classic on the
6,614-yard, par-72 Westchester
Country Club course I x-won
sudden death playoff)
x-Gene Littler, $50,000























missed the green. Littler was
short. Boros' approach went
through the green and up an
embankment.
"He didn't have much of a
shot," Gene said.
Littler chipped close. Boros
ran his down the hill to the
fringe, then three-putted for
double bogey. Littler tapped in
for par. Boros wiped the
streaming sweat from his
swarthy face, grinned a little,
shook Littler's hand and am-
bled off.
Tom Weiskopf, who led by
seven shots at the end of two
rounds and by two at the end of
three, went to a 71 and finished
third at 272, one shot out of the
playoff. A three-putt bogey on














Calloway County Fair Grounds (Hwy. 121 N.)
All 4-Wheel Drive Vehicles Welcome to Participate
• *
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State Tourney Play At Mayfield
Little Leaguers Fall
8-6 To 'St. Matthews
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Defeat doesn't always mean
failure.
The Murray Little League All-
Stars were defeated Saturday at
Mayfield in the semifinals of the
State Tournament. But they
didn't fail.
They didn't fail to hustle, to
give everything they had, to
show sportsmanship and to
accept defeat and still show
pride.
For the second consecutive
year, it was an extra inning
ballgame. Last year at Ashland,
Murray fell 4-2 in 11 innings to
London. Saturday, it didn't take
as long but the sting was just as
bad.
A fine Louisville St. Matthews
team came up with the big plays
when they needed them and
managed to grab an 8-6 win over
Murray in eight innings.
EVERYBODY'S WATCHING-While a couple of psi* two wat-
ching the camera, catcher Mark Smith of the Murray Utile League
All-Stars is watching the bail all the way. The AK-Stars fell 8-6 to
Louisville St. Matthews Saturday in the State Tournament.
There were a bundle of op-
portunities in the contest for
Murray to win the game. And
that's the worst part of a defeat,
looking back at all of the missed
chances. But on the other hand,
Louisville had a bundle of
chances to ice the game in the
victory column but couldn't as
the gutsy Murray team refused
to accept their fate.
Trailing 5-1 going into the
bottom of the sixth, Murray
came to bat, and it looked about
like the game was all over. The
crowd was quiet but the Murray
dugout was alive with confident
talk.
Joel Klein led off the inning
with a solid basehit and pinch-
hitter Eddie Requarth followed
with a wicked triple, making it
5-2. Robin Roberts drew a walk
and then Robert Santagado
belted a two-run triple and
Murray trailed 5-4 with nobody
out.
Louisville then went to the
bullpen but the first man up
against the new pitcher brought
in the tying run. Keith Overby
socked a hard drive into right
but the ball was caught.
Santagado tagged up and
trotted in and the game was
knotted at five apiece. The next
tviti batters • weat down on
strikes.
Kim Wilson, on the mound in
relief for Murray, loaded the
bases as Louisville got two
walks and an error to fill the
sacks. Manager Ramp Erwin
went to the relief corps again
and sent in Kern Kendall, who
-vas playing shortstop.
Kendall got the first man to
pop out but the next batter hit a
scratch single and Louisville
went ahead 6-5. Kendall retired
the next two men.
Faced with defeat or either
Reds Stretch Lead To
151/2 Over Los Angeles
The Cincinnati Reds, the
team that has everything, leads
the league in doctor bills, ac-
cording to head cheerleader
Sparky Anderson. So scratch
one alibi for the Los Angeles
Dodgers.
The Dodgers, expected to re-
peat as National League West
champions or at least battle for
the division honors, now find
themselves in a dogfight for
second place with San Fran-
cisco as the Reds frolic 1542
games in front after Sunday's
3-1 victory over the Dodgers.
"This team has everything,"
said Dave Concepcion, who
clubbed a seventh-inning homer
that. helped cushion the Reds'
triumph, their second in a
three-game series against the
Dodgers. "The 1970 club had
inore power, but this club has
more balance." •
And Anderson, the Cincinnati
manager, won't let anybody
else's injuries detract from the
rousing Reds record.
-All I hear about are in-
juries," Anderson said, refer-
By FRED ROTHENBERG ring to the Dodgers' rash of
Ap Sports Writer medical ailments. "But I guar-
antee you we're either even
( with) or far ahead of any club
with the number of injuries
we've had."
Elsewhere in the NL, Phila-
delphia dumped Montreal 5-4;
Atlanta beat San Diego 4-1; St.
Louis beat Chicago 7-4 after
dropping the first game 6-3;
Pittsburgh took a pair from the
New York Mets, winning 5-4 in
15 innings and 4-3, and San
Francisco beat Houston 5-4 be-
fore losing 10-9.
Concepcion's homer, his first
since May 21, and Joe Mor-
gan's run-scoring double back-
ed the combined seven-hit
pitching of Pat Darcy and Raw-
ley Eastwick.
Phils 5, Expos 4
Danny Ozark changed his
mind, which had much to do
with changing the outcome of
the game. Tug McGraw wasn't
supposed to pitch but he be-
came the winning pitcher with
two innings of hitless relief.
Tommy Hutton's pinch single
in the 10th inning gave McGpw
and the Phillies the victory.
Braves 5, Padres 1
BASEBALL STANDINGS
By The Associated Press
National League American League
East Ea,sof 
L Pct. GBW L Pct, GB
Pittsburgh 65 43 602
Philphia 61 48 .560 4' 1-  
Bostonaltimore66 42 .611 
 55 50 .524 91/2
. 
New York 56 50 528 8 New York 55 52 .514 101/2. 
St Louis 55 53 .509 10 Milwaukee 53 56 .486 131/2. 
Chicago 50 60 .455 16 Cleveland
.
47 58 .448 371/2




.Cincinnati 71 38 .651 Oakland 67 40 626 -
Los Angeles 56 54 .509 151/2 Kansas City 58 49
Chi .454772 169cago S.Francisco 55 54 505 16 51 56
Texas 50 58 .463
Minnesota 
171/2San- Diego 51 58 .468 20
'Atlanta 48 60 444 221/2 49 61 .445 lt1/2
Houston 39 73 .348 331/2 California 48 61 440 2T
Sunday's Results
Chicago 64, St. Louis 3 7
' Pittsburgh 5 4, New York 4 3,
1st game 15 innings
Philadelphia 5, Montreal 4, 10
innings
San Francisco 59, Houston 4
10
Atlanta 5,. San Diego 1
Cincinnatr3, Los Angeles 1
Monday's Games
Chicago (Stone 8 5),at Phila•
delphia (Christenson 6-7), In)
Montreal (Warthen 5-4) at
New York (Tate 4-9), (n)
Pittsburgh (Reuss 12-6) at St.
Louis (Curtis 7 81, (n) Minnesota (Hughes 9-8) at
-"Fran Voir: 0144etntosh 11.44:40444. . Y. ,Ork ,(844, Y • il°41 -at • Miteem.4:-
.1. .Atlanta-JAIL.,:ran1018-371471E- Trevem 4"5t - • - AIX TIED-UP It's all tied up. Not. 1st* Overt171 tvihi0 anythi lac haf. 'In food. if was ifir swing.1,zinge. .F7m fog tL9c,..isnA,,:niuwgelesi__Wrooprtomnari7 iied lip the game in the bottom of tie slob as Murray ' tva Aji..styro_impeini four--tinist in-.
San -PrerricTsi_u 11011Sret 441--- -70
Zasingi '1Floltirnarr 1311__air_464;owse.k..4,tis•-iist• hansoms** oentoist-ativa- -- - aftsSeee-- -
.. Texas (Jenkins 12 121,- (n). •
having to score a run to keep the
game alive, Murray did the
latter.
Mark Smith opened the frame
by reaching on an error. Alter
Kendall fanned, Klein singled
and runners were on first and
third. Eddie Requarth slammed
a drive back to the pitcher that
was too hot to handle and Smith
scored the tying run.
That left Klein on third with
the winning run with just one
out. Robin Roberts struck out
and then Santagado ripped a
shot at second. But the second
baseman managed to get his
glove on the ball and threw out
Santagado. Otherwise, Murray
Would have won the game.
In the top of the eighth,
Kendall walked the first two
batters. The next man singled
for an RBI and the next batter
drove in a run with an RBI
fielder's choice as the play went
to the plate but the umpire ruled
catcher Mark Smith was late
with the tag.
Kendall retired the next two
batters and Murray went into
the bottom of the eighth trailing
8-6.
The first two men went down
...,in order andjklooked like, the
'kerne was over as Wilson hit a
slow, roller toward second but
the second baseman misplayed
it and. Wilson was safe on the
error.
Smith followed with a single
and Kendall singled and
Murray has the bases loaded.
Klein then laced a hard shot into
right and the ball came close to
falling. Unfortunately, it didn't
and that' was the game.
Donnie Thompson started on
the mound for Murray and was
removed in the first after
getting off to a shaky start.
Scott Hill pitched five innings of
fine relief but was hurt by a
couple of errors. Wilson also
pitched and Kendall, who got
the loss, finished up.
The only other Murray run in
the game came in the first in-
ning as Klein walked and
Roberts rifled a long triple into
deep center.
The park at Mayfield was
much larger than a regulation
Little League field. And had it
been the park at Henderson or
Paducah, where Murray had
won earlier games to advance
to the State Tournament,
Murray would have easily won
Saturday.
"We had six long ones hit that
would have been out of the park
at Murray, Paducah or Hen-
derson," Manager Hamp Erwin
said. Louisville had only two
well-hit drives in the contest.
"We gave all we had. We have
a fine group of young men and
they will really make a great
contribution to the Pony League
next year," Erwin added.
Owensboro Southern and
Louisville were to meet Sunday
for the title but the game was
rained out. They will try again
today. The winner advances to
_Florida.
abrhbi
Klein-if 4 4 2 1
0 0
Requarth-ss 2 1 1
Roberts-3b 3 1 1
Santagado-cf 4 2 2
K Overby-lb 3 0 1
Bumphis-rt 3 0 0
Mayfield-ph 1 0 0
Wi4001b,p -0^ . 4 0 0
Smilth-c 4 1 0
Thompson-p 0 0 0
Kendall-ss, p 4 1 0
Totals 34 86
LOULSVIlle 210 101 1 8-9-2
















Big Upset In Nationals
The PurcelLs were really at it Sunday.
While Bennie Purcell and son Del were battling together on
the tennis courts in Murray, Mel Purcell was battling on the
courts Kalamazoo, Mich., at the United States Tennis
Association's National Championship for Boy's in the 16-
year-old age division.
Purcell pulled off the biggest upset in the tournament as he
stunned sixth-seeded Cary Stansbury of Tiburon, Calif.
Purcell, who will be a junior at Murray High this year,
dropped the first set 5-7 but won the next two 7-6 and 6-4 to
capture the win.
"I came here to win," said the unranked Purcell, who
today will face Ted Staren of Hinsdale, Ill., in the third round
of play. Top-seeded John McEnroe of Douglaston, New York,
easily won his second round match.
Lucky Strikes Advance
In State Softball Play
Sunday's Results
New York 12, Cleveland 1, 1st
Cleveland a, New York,2, 2nd
Minnesota 7, Chicago 4, 1st
Minnesota 12, Cicago 9, 2nd
Milwaukee 1,, Baltimore
Boston 6, Dethoit 4
Kansas City 5, Oakland 0
California 6, Texas 4
Monday's Games
Detroit (Lolich 10110) at
Cleveland (Eckersley 13-3),. (n1
, Baltimore (Mitchell ,*1-0), at
Boston (Lee 14-6), (n)
trourtor, tcosortyve 0 or sr-Kansas 4-t.eoria,41-44),---44**
5], f ri
1
Atlanta inched closer to
fourth-place San Diego after
Carl Morton pitched a six-hitter
and Darrell Evans hit a tie-
breaking single. The Braves
are now 212 games behind the
Padres.
Cubs 6-4, Cards 3-7
Willie Davis drove in four
runs with a home run and a
double and Reggie Smith added
a solo homer to lead St. Louis
to its second-game victory.
Two-run singles by Gene Hiser
and pitcher Tom Dettore high-
lighted a six-run eighth inning
that vaulted the Cubs over the
Cardinals in the first game.
Giants 5-9, Astros 4-10
Milt May knocked in five
runs and Jose Cruz' two-run By CAROL JOHNSON
double cracked a 6-6 tie in the
sixth inning as Houston sal- In the first and only game
vaged a doubleheader split with played so far in the 16-18 Girls
San Francisco. Gary Matthews State Softball Tournament,
drove in three runs with a two- Murray's Lucky Strikes took an
run double and a single to lead-1-1=9- wirr--nver Wickliffe
the Giants to the victory in the yesterday afternoon.
Played in a driving rain, the
game was a postponement of
one scheduled for last Friday
night.
Both teams had trouble in the
field with slippery base paths
and a softball with no handle,
hut the Lucky Strikes managed
to hang on to their lead, in spite
of a determined effort in the top
of the seventh inning by
Wickliffe, to tie it up. Wickliffe
tallied six runs and almost
pulled it off.
opener.
Pirates 5-4, Mets 4-3
The third-place Mets started
ithe day six games back after
taking the first three games of
this series but dropped to eight
games off the pace with their
doubleheader loss to the Pi-
rates, leaders in the NI, East.
Richie Hebner drove in four
runs with a double and a homer
in the nightcap after former
Met Duffy Dyer's 15th-inning
homer won the opener.
Murray's team never lost its
lead after the second inning,
when it went ahead 6-3. The
Lucky Strikes built up the score
in the fourth inning, making it 8-
3, and again in the sixth, for an
11-31ead; before Wickliffe burst
loose with six runs in the last
inning.
McDonald was the leading
hitter for the Lucky Strikes with
four hits. Smith and Overby
each had three.
Play resumes in the tour-
nament this afternoon at 4 p.
m., on the same field adjacent
to Roy Stadium, with a game
between Ramco Aluminum
Company of Sedalia and Wingo.
The winner of that game would
then tangle with the Lucky
Strikes.
Saturday Aiviist
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Ledger & Times Sports Editor
You just can't beat old
"Pops" for playing it cool.
Old "Pops" is Bennie Purcell
and play it cool is just what he





Murray City Tennis Open
sponsored by the City Park and
Recreation Department and the
Murray Ledger & Times.
Twice Sunday it was a battle
of teacher-student and father-
son as Bennie Purcell locked
SON—Del Purcell (for awn returns • shot to his
Purcell in ,the champions* of the men's open
Murray City Op.. %Mit Tournament. Bennie
Straight Sets.
(Stuff Photos by Nils erandoa)
JUMPING BACKHAND—Raymond Sims of Murray leaps into the
air to hit this backhand shot in the Murray City Tennis Open. Sims
finished second in the 16 and under singles but won the doubles.
horns on the tennis courts with
his son, Del. And twice Sunday,
Bennie came out on top, win-
ning the men's singles and
teaming with Eddie Hunt to win
the doubles.
Del Purcell, who plays for the
Murray State tennis team,
which is coached by Bennie
Purcell, had advanced into the
finals by downing Eddie Hunt in
the semifinals 6-4 and 6-3.
And then came the fun. It was
a heated match witnessed by a
large crowd of appreciative
tennis fans. And "Pops" and
son played like everything was
at stake. "But "Pops" Purcell,
using his brilliant lateral speed
and his experience, turned back
his son 6-4 and 6-4.
In the doubles, it was much
the same, only closer. Del
Purcell teamed with Ron Un-
derwood while Bennie Purcell
teamed with Eddie Hunt. Del
and Underwood won the first set
on a 5-3 tie-breaker while
Bennie and Eddie Hunt won the
second set 6-4
The third set and the match
was again decided on a tie-
breaker, this time Bennie and
Hunt coming out on top 5-2 to
take the set 7-6.
One of the brighter notes in
the tournament was the play of
young Raymond Sims. Sims had
been playing tennis fur only a•
year but his steadiness com-
bined with his great con-
centration has already made
him one of the top young tennis
players in the area.
Playing in the 16 and under
singles, Sims made it all the
way to the championship where In the singles, Canary Mc-
he finally fell, losing 4-6, 7-6 and Cord of Nashville stole the show
4-6 to Greg Jones of Poplar as she upended Patsy
Bluff, Mo. Beauchamp in the quarters, Sue
However, in a grudge match Outland in the semifinals and
in the semifinals, Sims scored then stunned top-seeded Marty
one of his most gratifying wins Bastin of Owensboro 6-4, 4-6 and
of his career as he ousted Ar- 7-5 in the finals.
thur Anderson of Hopkinsville 4- However, in the women's
6, 6-5 and 7-6. Only two weeks doubles, Bastin and Beauchamp
ago, Anderson defeated Sims at got some revenge as they won
the Paducah Sun-Democrat the championship by defeating
Tournament. McCord and Idea Speight of
Sims got some added con- Nashville 6-2 and 6-1 in the title
solation after losing the singles match.
title to Jones. Sims and Kevin
Ray combined to win the
doubles title. They defeated
Jones and Tinker, both of
Poplar Bluff, 6-3, 3-6 and 7-6.
There was one other big
grudge match in the tour-
nament and again, a Murray
play turned out on top.
Jill Austin, playing in the
girl's 16 and under singles,
collided with Mendy Jackson of
Henderson in the finals. They
had played twice previously this
summer and split.
To add to the matter, there
was a little more at stake. In the 14 and under girl's play,
Jackson had reached the finals Carol Dick of Murray defeated
by downing a Murray player in her sister, Catherine, 6-4 and 6-1
the semis. Jackson entered the for the crown. In the doubles,
finala.lay4eleating.Mary Spieelc..thej.liek-TWiCOMOirieCkfOr
6-1 and 6-2. Austin won two 6-2 and 6-3 win over Robyn Ray
matches in route to the finals and Susan Stripling, both of
and lost only four games in the Murray.
process. ' In the boy's 14 and under play,
In the first set, Austin fell to Tom Scott of Paducah took the
Jackson 4-6. Austin then tied it title by downing David Rudd 6-0
up by winning the second set 6-4 and 6-2. Play in the mixed
and then cruised to an easy 6-2 doubles was not completed but
win in the match set. will be finished today.
In the women's open play, A field of nearly 300 players
upsets highlighted the day. were entered in the tournament.
In other play, the cham-
pionship of the girl's 12 and
under singles went to Candy
Jackson of Murray. She
defeated Patty McIntosh of
Murray 6-1 and 6-3 in the title
match. In the boy's 12 and under
singles, Paul Austin of Murray
took the title as he defeated Ted
White of Clarksville 6-0 and 6-1.
Mark and Paul Austin
combined in the 12 doubles to
defeat Rowtan-Noonan of
Paducah 6-3 and 6-1 to win the
title there.
Doyle Keeps Hitting Streak
Going, Splittorff Misses Gem
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
For Denny Doyle, one hit was
enough to make him the master
of the major leagues. For Paul
Splittorff, one hit was enough to
keep him from completely mas-
tering the Oakland A's.
Doyle's first-inning, two-run
homer gave him hits in 21 con-
secutive games, the longest
streak in the majors this sea-
son, and helped propel Boston's
red-hot Red Sox to a 6-4 victory
over Detroit.
Claudell Washington's hit, a
first-inning single, was enough
to keep Splittorff from pitching
a no-hitter. The Kansas City
left-hander set down the final
26 batters he faced and the
Royals rode John Mayberry's
two-run homer and George
Brett's three-run double to a 5-0
whitewash of the A's.
In Sunday's other American
League action, Milwaukee beat
Baltimore 4-1, California
downed Texas 6-4 and, in a pair
of doubleheaders, Minnesota
WF.L Will Have To Consider
Davis As Passing Threat Now
ANAHEIM (AP) — World
Football League defenses,
which had to worry about An-
thony Davis as a runner and
kick returner, will now have to
worry about him as a passer.
"You remember I was three
for three at University of
Southern California. Well, now
I'm one for one here," Davis
said after completing a key
fourth-quarter pass in the Sun's
Alter costly and evtensive prior
treatment failed this—SkinAs
cafe was believed incurable 
Al
this point, Happy Jack mange
m4tclicine was used with dramatic
-- 'Air-Goss Contains NO hexach10;
tleeheAlaKr.•-•••
8. feed sores' •
At Most Southern Sta' le—Ageir";
21-15 World Football League
victory over Portland on Sip-
day.
Quarterback Mike Ernst
threw touchdown passes of 65
and 25 yards for the Sun's first
two scores and then ran 39
yards on a quarterback option
to help set up the winning score
in the league opener for both
teams.
But Davis, who gained 102
 yards on 23 carries before a
crowd of 14,362, once again
demonstrated his capacity for
the big play. '
With the Sun trailing, 15-14,
in the fourth quarter. Ernst's
39-yard run put the ball on the
Portland 27. Then on a second
and eight on the Portland 25,
Davis rolled to his left and cut
loose with a southpaw pass to
tight end Chuck Bradley, who
went out of bounds at the nine.
Fullback Greg Herd went
over the left side to score the
winning touchdown on the next
play.
"He was a quarterback in
high school and. he throws a
very 'tight spiral," said Sun
Coach Tom Fears, who put the
option 'Rey into-the un reptr
'tore' in take- firth& dVanlage
W-Tkittealetrts: ---
.411115‘Ckonlut
former Miami ,Dolphin.s, Made
their WFI. debuts a success.
•ar
Csonka gained 99 yards and
Kiick scored three times, in-
cluding the game-winning
touChdown froth one yard out
with 38 seconds to play.
Jacksonville rallied with a
TD in the closing seconds but
Alfred Haywood was stopped in
an attempt to rtirrint the extra
point.
The attendance at Memphis
was announced at 25,166.
Former Dallas Cowboy Cal-
vin Hill gained 132 yards on 32
carries for the Hawaiians but
Philadelphia, under new coach
Willie Wood, won on the
strength of two touchdown
passes by King Corcoran. Bell
quarterback Sonny Sixkiller
threw a touchdown pass on the
final play of the game but it
was nullified -by a holding Pen-
alty.
A paid crowd of 2,732 turned
out in Philadelphia.
Art Cantrelle's one-yard
plunge accounted for the
germ's only touchdown as the
Birmingham defense bottled up*
Chicago. The Winds missed
three field goals.
An estimated crowd of 29.000
was on hand in Birmingham. — two of which were longsho. lay.
Walton. threw .for two Rivera, who had won W.- ADENAU,. West.
sacand_periaa:thaeadawas, the smaller amounts -at—the_traCE Reaten lannof- west Ger.-
Noe' nering 66 and 63 yards._ befort._Ntict iKanie; many, leading in hi. Brabbam
at San Antonio made it two-for- date plans how "to' use his win- flfcer by more than a minute.
two in regular-season play. nings. w°n We Cierman Grand Prix..
second doubleheader sweep in
two days over the 'Mee Sox.
Yanks 42-2, Indians 1-3
Graig Nettles' and Bobby
Bonds drove in two runs apiece
in a seven-run fifth inning that
enabled the Yanks to breeze
past Cleveland in their opener.
Rico Carty's two-run homer in
the eighth inning brought the
Indians back in the nightcap
and handed Billy Martin his
first loss as the Yanks' man-
ager 
Sports Briefs
swept Chicago 7-4 and 12-9 and
New York split with Cleveland.
winning 12-1 and losing 3-2.
Aurelio Rodriguez' two-run
homer in the fourth inning and
Ben Oglivie's two-run single in
the eighth pulled Detroit into a
4-4 tie. But Cecil Cooper
jumped on the first pitch in the
bottom of the .eighth for a
fomer, Boston's 100th of the
season. The Red Sox, winning
their fifth straight game and
23rd in their last 28, added an
insurance run when Rick Bur-
leson walked, took second on a
grounder and scored on Doyle's
single.
Royals 5, A's 0
John Mayberry's two-run
homer in the fourth inning and
Brett's three-run double in the
eighth gave Splittorff all the
runs he needed. With the victo-
ry, the Royals inched within
nine games of the A's in the
West.
Brewers 4, Orioles
Jim Slaton pitched a three-
hitter, losing a no-hit bid on a
seventh-inning single by Lee
May, and Bobby Mitchell hom-
ered to help the Brewers beat
Baltimore, who fell 9,-2 games
back of Boston in the East.
Angels 6, Rangers 4
Mickey Rivers' tie-breaking
single and Jerry Remy's sacri-
fice fly in the ninth gave the
Angels' their victory over
Texas. California's Nolan Ryan
allowed only two hits and
struck out nine batters — in-
cluding six in a row — during
the first five innings, then rein-
jured a groin muscle and left
the game in the sixth.
Twins 7-12, White Sox 4-9
Eric Soderholm's three-run
homer highlighted a four-run
uprising in the first inning that
carried Minnesota to its first.-
game triumph, then rookie Dan
Ford hit a bases-loaded double
to climax an eight-run third in-
ning that gave the Twins their
Wins Big
TIJUANA, Mexico ( API — A
Tijuana man who has played
the horses for 10 years finally
won it big Sunday, taking home
$107,530 in the 5-10 handi-
capping contest at Caliente
Race Track.
Dr. Romula Rivera, 48, an
anesthesiologist at a Tijuana
hospital, was the only bettor to
correctly choose the winners of
the sixth through the J.Ottujaces
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL . . .
NEW YORK — Billy Martin,
who was recently fired as man-
ager of the Texas Rangers, re-
placed Bill Virdon as manager
of the New York Yankees, sign-
mg a contract to take over the
club through the 1976 season.
GOLF .
HARRISON, N.Y. — Gene
Littler, with the help of a hole-
in-one, came from behind to
capture the $250,000 West;
chester Golf Classic when he
parred the first hole of a sud-
den-death playoff with Julius
Boros.
BREMEN, West Germany —
Maurice Bembridge of Britain
captured the $40,400 German
Open golf tournament, carding
a final round five-under-par 69
for a seven-stroke victory.
WINNIPEG, Canada — Ed
Byman of Boulder, Colo., firing
a three-under-par 69 for a 54-
hole total of 208, won the Mani-
toba Open Golf Championship.
HARRISBURG, Pa. — Sue
Berning of Lake Tahoe, Calif.,
birdied the final hole to win the




Guillermo Vitas of Argentina
advanced into the final of the
$100,000 Louisville Pro Tennis
Classic with a 6-2, 6-2 triumph
over Chile's Jaime Fillol.
CINCINNATI — Seventh-
seeded Tom Gorman scored his
first major tournament victory
in almost two years with a 7-5,
2-6, 6-4 victory over Sherwood
Stewart in the $50,000 Western
Tennis championships.
AUTO RACING
LONG POND, Pa. — David
Pearson got the checkered flag
six seconds ahead of Richard
Petty to win the 500-mile race
at Pocono International Speed-
COME ON AND HIT IT — Robyn Ray (left) mad dovbies partner Susan Stripling wait for the ball to 
return
ht tennis action Sunday W the Murray City Tennis Open. Rey wW twipling finished second in 
the doubles.




Ledger & Times Sports Editor
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
"It will be tough for everybody,
but somebody has to play two
matches (back to back). Un-
fortunately, it's Ashe and me."
Ilie Nastase was commenting
Sunday night on a revised
schedule that pits him against
Arthur Ashe at 7:30 p.m., in a
semifinal singles match ia the
$100,000 Louisville Pro Tennis
Classic, then calls for the two
to take on Guillermo Vilas and
Wojtek Fibak immediately
afterward in the doubles semi-
final.
Nastase's match with Ashe
was rained out Sunday night,
and the Vitas Jaime Fillol sem-
ifinal was halted several times
before the top seeded Vitas
could finish up. his xictory, 6-2,
6-2.
"It's bad for everybody ex-
cept Vilas. But it's okay," Nas-
tase said.
Either Nastase or Ashe will
score another run and go aheadPaducah off stride the entire
game. 3-1.
David Mathis was the of- Stripling led off the 
inning..
Good pitching is money in the fensive punch for Murray. with a single and 
Danny .Rogers
bank. And the Murray Pony Mathis banged three hits in his 
was hit by a pitch. John
League All-Stars made another Denham and Thomas 
Kendall
four times at bat and was
deposit Saturday night in the robbed once of another hit. 
both wellt down on strikes. After
District Tournament at "W 
la Kendall fanned, the Paducah




catcher thought it was the third
clipped Paducah American 3-2 
 we '-'hal7to'lwill7of Thomas Kendall, Murrayi-----1:144a.i,d   - knew him to the umpire. The
one so we wanted to go out and 
Paducah catcher then. trotted
in a battle of widefeateds in the toward the 
dugout and
get in front early," Hobbie
Stripling, on second base, then
Mayfield • and Paducah trotted toward 
third for the
double elimination Viniament. added.
the tourney. 
"Kendall led off the bottom of
They did just that.
rather unusual stolen base.
Mathis came up and didn't
American each have a loss in
the first inning for Murray with
They were scheduled to play 
a solid single. Mathis then 
leave any doubt as he plugged
ripped a single and both runners 
the gap for a solid double,
tonight with the winner earning 
the right to meet Murray, which 
moved up a base on a passed 
sending in Stripling with the
tally.
ball.
needs to win just one of two The first run of the inning 
Paducah used their second
games to advance to the homer of the contest in the sixthscored when Alan Gibbs
Regional Tournament later thi.t.
week at Calvert City. 
pounded a single into left to give 
inning to trim the final margin
— 
_
Murray the early lead. Cleanup 
to one run.
Kendall was in control all the hitter Terry Gibson grounded 
There was some excitement
way on the mound, with the out to third and that drove in 
though in the top of the seventh.
exception of just two pitches. Mathis, giving Murray a 2-0 
The leadoff hitter for Paducah
the fourth and sixth innings. In the top of the fourth, an
d beat it out for an infield
„Jut a high "Baltimore chopper"
Paducah had solo homeruns in lead. 
„_.
Kendall fanned 15 batters and Paducah trimmed the Murray s
ingle.
walked only two as he masterly margin in half with the first solo 
He went to second and third
mixed his fine curveball with homer. But in the bottom of the 
on a passed ball so the tying run
his blazing speed to keep fourth; Murray came back to 
was on the hot corner and
nobody Was out. Kendall then
Ashe And Nastase Meet blistered the next three batteron strikes to end the game.
Alan Gibbs had two hits in the
In Louisville T 
. 
onight actountecl for five of the sevencontest and along with Mathis,
Murray hits. Also hitting safely
were Kendall and Stripling.
"Thomas was just unreal
pitching," Hobbie said.
"Once again, we didn't really
have to play much defense. The
real disappointment for us was
that we left eight men stranded
on the bases. I wasn't at all
added.
effort at the plate," Hobbie
pleased with our overall team
Gibbs will get the starting nod
when Murray resumes tourney
play, when and if the weather
ever permits.
go against Vitas Tuesday, at a
time to be announced later, for
a first prize of about $16,000.
The doubles title, also Tuesday,
will be worth about $3,000 per
phiVer, according to tourna-
ment officials.
About the only trouble Vilas
had in his 6-2, 6-2 victory over
Jaime Fillol was with the rain,
which stopped play several
times. But even that might
have been more blessing than
curse.
Fillol took a 2-1 lead in the
first set before a 15-minute rain
delay. Then Vilas was the next
two games, and the rain again
forced a halt, this time for 25
minutes. When play resumed,
Vitas ran off 12 straight points
to take the first set 6-2, and
was never in trouble again.
"Fillol was playing well be-
fore the rain," said Vilas. "I


































































LI KE  
PEOPLE
The win placed them on a
collision course with Dover
Hutch's Harem, last year's
defending champions, in the
winner's bracket with a forfeit
by the Lexington Fillies and
wins over the Ashland YMCA
and Ohio County.
Play was started on Sunday
morning ahead of schedule
because of threatening weather,
and it wasn't long before the
threat became a reality. Six
innings of the first game of the
day between the Banditos and
Dover were played before the
skies opened up and play was
halted for an hour and a half.
The Banditos received their
first tournament loss after play
was resumed. In the 7-3 loss,
Kim Kemp had another
homerun and a double.
With the lasss, the Banditos
moved to the finals of the loser's
bracket to face Ohio County. In
beautifully played ballgame,
the Banditos were superb
defensively, and put together
four hits in the bottom of the
sixth inning to score their three
runs in the 3-0 victory.
Consecutive singles by Kim
and Karol Kemp, and base hits
by Susie Imes and Gay Howard
were all gm offethat.was
'TiFerecT - -
With the win over Ohio
County, the Murray team
moved into the tournament
finals against Dover, Ky., a
repeat of the 1974 tournament.
In the most exciting game of
the tournament, the Banditot
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IDIOTS.„ BRINGING A SPY HERE,„
WASTING TIME TO FIND HIM .!







WHY DON'T NADU TELL ME
ABOUT THE EXCITING THINGS
THAT HAPPEN AT
THE OFFICE EACH OAY',
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ver Wins State Title
By Edging By Banditos
By Carol Johnson
Because of their sheer per-
serverance in the face of in-
credible odds, every team was a
winner in the rain-plagued
Kentucky Junior American
Softball Association Tour-
nament held this past weekend
in Murray.
Scheduled to begin on Friday
morning, the double elimination
tournament drew 15 teams of
girls 13-15 years old from across
the state, but was delayed until
Saturday because of rain.
With field conditions im-
possible at Murray City Park
where games were expected to
be played, tournament officials
asked for and were granted
permission to use the grass
fields around Stewart Stadium
at Murray State University.
Twenty-one ballgames were
played Saturday under overcast
and dripping skies, with the host
team, the Murray Banditos,
beginning play at 7:30 a. m. in
the opener, they encountered
little trouble in winning 36-7,
over the Ohio County All-Stars.
The Banditos were led by the
power hitting of Kim Kemp and
Tammy Calhoun. Kim had
three homeruns and a single,
while Tammy had a homerun, a
double and three singles.
Later in the day the Banditos
shut out the North Middletown
Jewels 11-0. Kim Kemp again
banged two homers, and Rose
Ross added three hits.
For their third game of the
day, the Banditos knocked off
Sharpe (Marshall County) 9-2.
SWINGING SUSIE - Susie Imes of the Murray Banditos swings away and gets a hit in State Tournament
p./Se. in Murray. The Banditos lost 6-0 in the title gaiasfeDover, Ky.















BUT IT MUST BE DONE




TOURNEY MVP-Kim Kemp of the Alarm Bandites_was isamad
thelifff Wfbi Sfate Softball-Tournament held tit triititliQ la
Murray. She belted six homeruns in the tournament but the Ban-
ditos hod to settle for second place, losing to Dover, Ky.
(Staff Mame by Nike arsimlea)
the past two years of State
Tournament play.
The Banditos broke to a three-
run lead in the second inning on
a double by Kim Kemp and hits
by Sheila McKenzie, Dawn
Redden, Gay Howard and Rose
Ross.
Dover came back in the
bottom of the fourth inning to
score four runs and go ahead 4-
3. The Murray team came right
back their next time at bat to tie
the score on base hits by Jaina
Washer, Tammy Calhoun and
Kim Kemp.
Dover, on a base hit, an error
and a sacrifice fly scored the go-
ahead run in the sixth inning
making it 5-4.
In the bottom of the sixth,
Dawn Redden and Gay Howard
reached on errors, and a hit by
Jaina Washer drove in Redden
for the tying run. Susie Imes
then produced the game-
winning base hit that scored
Gay Howard for the 6-5 victory.
Dover left the tying run on
second base when Jaina Washer
made a fine, running catch on a
longfly ball into left field for the
final out.
The day was not finished,
however, for the Banditos, since
they had to face the same Dover
club twenty minutes later, for
the "winner-take-all" cham-
pionship game.
In the 6-0 loss, the Banditos
managed just four hits; two by
Susie Imes and oqe apiece by
Tammy Calhoun and Rose
Ross. The Murray team hit the
ball extremely well, with seven
hard, line drives directly at the
outfielders.
The Dover defense was
superb in the final game, and
with timely hitting, they clin-
ched yet another state cham-
pionship entitling them to
represent Kentucky at the
national tournament at Satellite
Beach, Fla., beginning August
4.
The Most Valuable Player
Award was given to Kim Kemp
of the Banditos. The long-ball-
hitting shortstop had six
homeruns for the tournament
and a total of 12 hits.
The Murray Banditos placed
foru players on the All-
Tournament Team roster. They
were catcher Rose Ross, pit-
cher Dawn Redden, and out-
fielders Tammy Calhoun and
Jaina Washer.
Dover's Amy Flaugher, Mary
Wood, Tammy Ftalrisey and
Terry Simon also made the
team, with Ohio County's Sandy
Boone and Holly Fleener
rounding out the ten players.
Ohio County, the third place
team in the tournament, was
awarded the Sportsmanship
Trophy.
In spite of the problems
caused by the heavy rain, the
tournament was a huge success,
in part due „to excellent of-
ficiating provided by the
Bowling Green Umpiring
Association, and in large part
due to the enthusiasm on the
part of coaches, tournament




Steve Herman, 28, a newsman
with The Associated Press for
_five years, has been named In-
diana AP sports editor.
Herman, who has also cov-
ered Indiana sports since join-
ing the AP in February 1970,
replaces Mike Harris, who has
been named AP sports editor in
Cleveland.
PLENTY MORE, MY DEAR" INCLUDING A
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earipawat w /service call
ma. Chomill is whet vt•
best. We have new
iliewers sad etiivir deem*
impepoilat for rest.






Highway 68 Aurora, Ky.
Phone 474-2259.
PERSONS 18 years or





wage. Send resume to P.












Poison Control  753-7588
Senior Citizens  753-0929
Need Line. . . 753-NEED






run 10 unit motel in
Kentucky Lake area.
Small monthly salary
plus 2 bedroom apart-








SHOP. Big summer sale.
We do copper and brass
stripping. First house off
Highway 303 on Sunset






Must have experience and
tools. Excellent pay plus






Box 32H Ledger and
Times.
REFINED COURTEOUS




wOrk. Choose your own
hours. Send complete
resume to P. 0. Box 926,
Blytheville, Ar. 72315.
10. Business Opportunity
GROWING TWO Year Old
business. Christian Book
Center, 808 Chestnut. Call
-7534425. Ask for Wayne.
12. Insurance
HEALTH, LIFE, burial, up
to $2000.00. Health no
problem. Call 753-1976.







China and Furniture. 108
N. 6th Street, Murray, Ky.
- 420'71. Rare coins bought







Visit our Recration Room






14. Want To Buy
VERY GENTLE Pony
for young child. Call 753-
1347 after 8 p. m.
WILL BUY good used
Travel trailers, truck
camper. Call Arrowhead
Camper Sales, Hwy. 80
E., Mayfield, Ky., 247-
8187.
15. Articles For Sale
TOMATO STAKES, 54", 15
cents each. Redmon
Stake Company, Hwy. 94
E., Murray.
CLEANED 2 x 4's. Phone
436-2513.
54-SELECTIONS of
paneling 4 x 8 sheets. $2.75
and up. Moulding to
match paneling.
Bathroom vanities from
$45.00 and up. 12-designs
decorative paneling 4 x 8
sheets $4.25 each. 4" CD
plywood $4.95 sheet. Five
eights inch Particle board
$3.25 sheet. Cabinet
topping at 25 cents square
foot. Interior latex white
paint $3.95 gallon.
Fiberglass panels at 10
cents to 25 cents square
foot, l,uan and birch doors
$5.75 to $18.75. Ross and
Truck Salvage Mdse. Inc.
Box 88, Martin, Tenn.,
Phone 587-2420.
HELP WANTED AT
-49 'TtyllPiss iy -Ittg-011.
Fifteen miles from




large doublet desk, A-1 con
damn. formica, 9 drawers, elec
trio outlet, fluorescent light each
side-S150
Maple living room suite-$50 2
couches 1 coffee table. 1 large
quantity new oak flooring and
ypriss redwood lengths-83M 2
new tleallie9,11111.5_9x12 at Si 5.
One wood high chi-sir bib cot- feg;.
tat5t$1ti MIscelleheous chairs
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/7' PAYS TV ADVERTISE
=mans 15. Articles For Saie
TOMATO STAKES, 10
cents each. Bean poles, 20
cents each. Phone 753--
9618.
BABY CRIB and mattress,
harvest gold washing




with ice maker. Call 753-
4891.
FULL SIZE MATTRESS
and box springs. Call 753-
1322 after 5 p.m.
FOUR PIECE bedroom
suit in good condition and
oval rug. Call 753-6927.
SEIGLER OIL STOVE




Double plow, sickle bar.
$900. Call 436-5857.
CASE FARM tractor. V-




38" rows. Al condition.
Call 901-498-8635.
27. Mobile Home Sales
10 x 55 TRAILER. Ex-
cellent condition. For sale
or for rent. Call Mrs. B. B.
Dill, 753-1551.
1973 12 x 60 MOBILE
HOME and lot at Keniana
Shores, furnished, 2
bedroom, 11/2 baths,
central heat and air,
community water. Like
new. $8,850. Call 436-5249
'before 12 a.m.
1972 MOBILE home 24 x 44.
located on 641, Dexter
good condition. Call 437-
4736 after 4 p.m.





per month. Call 753-8216.
TRAILER SPACE for rent.
Nice shady lot on N. 4th
Street. Sewerage and city
water. Call 753-5228.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Pad,ucah. Call 442-
1918 or 44-8226.









hauling 4 horses. 8:00 to




Astroglas bass boat and
trailer with 1974 115 h. p.
Mercury motor. Com-
pletely rigged. Contact




Console. Balance due or
monthly payments. J. &




for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
24. Miscellaneous
16'60 AMP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 753-
0870.
FORMICA SALE. Odd lot
laminated plastics for
cabinet tops. Solid colors




TWO STORY oak log barn.
Excellent condition. Call
753-0870.
27 Mobile Home Sales




buildings for all your
storage needs. Also Lake
Cottages, Boat Docks,
patios and Greenhouses.
Sweet corn and fresh
vegetables for sale.
Located on Hicks
Cemetery Road, one mile
south of Cherry Corners,
off Highway 121 South.
TRAILERS ON KEN-
TUCKY Lake by week,




on N. 4th Street. Complete
with gas heat hydraulic
hoist, air compressor.
Call 753-3018.
31. Want To Rent
COTTAGE FOR few
months with or without
option to buy. Phone 1-365-
2796 Princeton, Kentucky.
MOVING FROM Texas
looking house to rent
with some acreage. Need
not be in top condition
willing to repair. Please
call collect 314-441-0058.
THREE BEDROOM house,
will lease by August 10.
Call 753-8791.
SHOP NEAR or around
Murray. Preferably
clean-up shop. Call 436-
5552.







house, close to MSU for
4 college girls.
Large furnsihed apart-
ment for 4 or 5 college
girls.
Small 3 bedroom fur-
nished house for college
girls or college boys.
Call 753-5865 days or









32. Apartments For Rent
MURRAY MANOR - All




Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 753-8668.
ROOMS FOR boys, private
entrance with kitchen
facilities, central heat






and clean. Couple only.
Phone 753-3805.
34 Houses For Rent
BRICK THREE
BEDROOM house, fur-
nished, 1/2 blocks from
M. S. If campus. $175.00
per month. Available
August 8. Family. Call
753-0879.
$50.00 DEPOSIT, no pets,
available August 15. Call
753-6069.
34. Houses For Rent
COUPLES ONLY. No pets.
Call 753-2987.
36. For Rent Or Lease
13.1BEE.KEDIKK)Kbutiae-
in Lakeway Shores. Two
level with fireplace, large
lot, garden space, garage,
storage room, large porch
and good view of lake.
Price $175.00 per month
unfurnished. Call 502-726-
2257.
37. Livestock - Supplies
EXTRA NICE saddle
horses. Gentle with
smooth saddle gait. Two
mares, one gelding. 8:00
to 5:00 call 753-3621, after
5, call 753-4818.








DEAR PIARY; rr45 vER%-( tcYr HERE IN
'THE OVAL ROOM 10mG14,1". - - -
43 Real Estate
2,300 SQUARE FEET of
luxury living area, of-
fering the very best in
materials and decorating
in this 3 bedroom, 21/2
baths. Has den with
fireplace, extra large
patio. Many other
features, shown by ap-
pointment. Moffitt Realty
Company, 206 South 12th,
753-3597.
FIVE ACRE tracts in the
Ken Shores Estates near
Chandler Park at Hamlin,
Pulse4re-4040telk
an exclusive development
on Kerby Jennings Trail.
Only a short distance to
lake and boat launching
facilities. Electric .ancl,
phone are in the area. On
black top road.
Reasonably priced. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor 505
Main Street, Murray, Ky.
Office (502) 753-0101
Residence ( 502) 753-7531.
FOR SALE BRED Gilts.
W. T. Kingins, New
Concord. Phone 436-5622.
20' GOOSENECK STOCK
trailer, 2 axle electric
brakes. Can be seen at
Thornton Tile and














Pick up and delivery
service now available.
Call 753-4106.
39. Poultry - Supplies
FOR SALE one year old
laying hens. $1.25 each.




located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our Office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
Position Available
The Calloway County Board of Education has
openings for janitors at the East and Southwest
Elementary SchtOls.
Rate of pay is $2.45 per hour for a 40 hour week.
Time-and-a-half for 3 hours on weekends.
Interested parties may pick up applications at the
Boards Office at 401 N. 16th St., Murray, Ky.
BID INVITATION
Bids on milk and bakery products will
be received by the Murray Public Schools
until 12:00 noon August 14, 1975. Bids will
belor bakeryproducts and milkproducts
to supplY Vie school 'cafeterlasior /975-78
_ school year. Bid forms-are available at your time. Give us a call
the.Board OfficpBuilding1. p_noarat Nia_ or drop the office-man YAMAHA .60, 1966 st,reet






ED lot. By owner. Call
753-2977.
46. Homes For Sale
HOME HUNTING? You
will find a large selection
in all price ranges at
Wilson Realty, Auction
and Insurance, across
from Post Office, Phone
753-3263. Nights and
Holidays. Wayne Wilson,
753-5086, Ron Talent 753-




Three years old. Carpeted
with drapes, air and
refrigerator and built-in
stove. A beautiful home at
a very low pirce. Call 753-
3976.
47. Motorcycles
1975 YAMAHA 125 MX.
Call 436-5335 after 5:00
p.m.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1968 CHEVY VAN, long
wheel base, ne/ tires,
wheels, custorn interior,





through windshield. 1965 
in tank, Convertible top.




from moisture by letting
me cover crawl space
with plastic. Call 753-1603.
LADY NEEDS work.
Housecleaning or staying
with an elderly lady. Days
or nights. Worked 5 years














Rigid Vinyl. No down
payment. Free estimates.
















Cat D7E, A big machine
for big jobs. Ralph
Stewert 901-498-8860.
CONTACT SHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-
8161 after 7 p. m.
JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric
Repair Service. No jobs
too small. 436-5642





We furnish all mateiial
and equipment needed
753-5320
1967 TWO AND HALF ton
GMC truck with 14 ft.
dump bed. Also model 66
AC combine. Call 753-4545
or 753-6763.
1961 BUICK ELECTRA,
good condition, 4 new











plowing and discing. Call
436-2540.
54. Free Column
TEN WEEK OLD female
Calico kitten. Will make a





dog pound. Beautiful and
gentle. Needs a good




Avoid Costly Home Repairs
Kelley's,Termite & Pest Control
Nese owned end opernted seer 20 seers. Des.? sign env centrist
until OA is finished
100 South 13th St. Phone 753-3914
Flies, Roaches, Silver Fish and Shrubs
 Are
1973 DODGE VAN, V-8,
automatic. Extra Sharp
with lots of extras. Set of
Ram All Pro Golf chAm
and bag. 575.00. used
12,300 BTU Fedders air
conditioner, 220 volts.
$50.00. Phone 435-4550.
1963 VW VAN. $400.00 or
trade for trail bike. Motor
has under 4,000 miles.
Good gas mileage. Call
492-8367.
1971 PINTO, automatic
with air, 1971 Ford 1/2 ton
truck. Call 489-2595.
EXTRA NICE 1973 Monte
Carlo Landau. Power
brakes and steering. Air,
factory tape, one owner.:
Call 753-5421.
TWO STORY, four 
bedroom brick, 2 full
baths, separate dining.
room and family room in
very pleasant S. West
Murray neighborhood.
Lots of trees, well land-
scaped. Call 753-5249 for
appointment.
SPRING SPECIALS-





DON'T MISS this good buy.
Neat 3 bedroom, 1 bath,
brick veneer, near
shopping centers. This
home has electric heat,
formal dining area,
carpeting, single carport.
$25,000. Call 753-8080 or
contact Boyd-Majors
Real Estate at 105 N. 12th.
1502 PARKLANE DRIVE.
Beautifully landscaped 3
bedroom brick home. 11/2
baths, swimming pool.
Desirable location.
Convenient to schools and
shopping. Call 753-2977.











acre, on 121 west. Five
miles out. Call 489-2246.
THREE BEDROOM






sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
topUItgardiIlg y CIITTe
estate needs. Ow time is
COLDWATER, 1 year,
new, large 3 bedroom
house. Extra large .lot, 2
car attached garage,
patio, separate laundry
room, central air and
heat, built-ii range and
dishwasher. Ex-






1956 International 2 ton-
stake bed with side and
end boards. New bed,
I new overhaul on motor.
Good rubber. Runs real
good. Reasonable price. 1
For Hauling Grain-corn-
hay or most anything.
1 Coll 753-7699 or 753-
5 0123.
1965 BUICK WILDCAT





Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, 1/2 mile east





TER will do interior or




No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 anytime.
ROY HARMON'S_ Car-
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While you wait Duplicating
753-5397 I
102 South etti St. Wormy, Ity
Police
753-1621



















































If it has an engine we
specialize in its repair
753-9437
753-0961





















and Service Taber's Body
Shop



















Silver Fish & Shrubs
Kelley's Termite &
Control















If you do not receive
your paper please call
Hinman's
Rentals
Rate Tillers, hedge shears, cep
pit IL tile tools, Wet IL Dry sec
kildrIser g defisher, Sews
chain, jig, sawmill and cortoff
fernitere deifies, jocks sate I
sower tools, etc.
753-5703
802 N. 18th. Street
Murray
1 753-19161

























Si,. sin of th• professoonol .
• DAILY SERVICES • CARPETS.
FLOORS • WALLS 0 FURNITURE
• srAric.pRooriNG • SANITIZING
. Coll Collect
- - LUTZ-333-3M
- - OteincW. tartrate, h:
Professional Cleaning
-.:. . -Servicebilaster '
Western Kentucky
11
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Miss Karen Gordon, first
runner-up in the Miss Murray
State contest this year, was
crowned Miss Paducah 1976 at
the annual pageant held
Thursday night at the Civic
Center, Paducah.
The winner, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. W. E. Gordon of
Benton Route Eight, is
presently a student at Murray
State University majoring in
speech and public relations. She
is a member of Alpha Omicron
Pi and Kappa Tau at MSU.
Others named were Donna
Jean Foust, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ray.,Foust, Calvert City,
first runner-up; Cathy Samuels,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jules
Samuels, Paducah, second
runner-up; Robin Crutcher,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Crutcher, Gilbertsville
Route One, student at Murray
State University, third runner-
-up; --Tonyia Johnson, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Johnson,
Paducah, fourth runner-up.
The pageant was a part of the
Ninth Annual Summer Festival
at Paducah.
Open Air Meet To
Be At Crossland
An old fashioned open air
meeting will be held at
Crossland beginning Thursday
night, August 7, at 7:30 p. m.
and continuing through
Saturday night, August 9.
'"--l'heepresehers - wtt
Terry Wilson and Bro. Monte11
Paschall. Special singing will be
featured.
The public is invited to attend
the meeting, sponsored by the
authority of the Faith




Federal State Market News Service
August 4, 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1107 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts Steady-firm sows Steady-firm
US 1-2 11111421/4/b& $57.50-57.75
US 1-3 N&MOlba. $57.25-57.50
US 14 2411411141bs. $56.50-57.25
US 3-4 21-2611*. $56.00-56.50
SOWS
US 1-2 _ $4111140.01
US 1-3 300-111,111s.   11411.10411.04
US 14 950-4111/11&. • _ smiasom few faitis






Mrs. Bowden (Ruth Clark)
Ford of Murray Route Four
died Sunday at 1:35 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 69 years of
age and her death followed an
extended illness.
The deceased was married in
October 1928 to Bowden Ford,
who survives, along with one
daughter, Mrs. Edward
Yolonda I Glisson, and three
grandchildren, Charles, David,
and Phillis Glisson, all of
Murray Route Four; several
nieces and nephews.
Mrs. Ford was born
December 23, 1905, in Calloway
County and was the daughter of
the late Carroll Wit Clark and
Fannie Todd Clark.
Her membership was at the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church where
funeral services will be held
Tuesday at two p. m. with Rev.
A. H. McLeod, Jr., officiating
and the church choir providing
the music.
Pallbearers will be Raymond
Story, Otho, Theron, Darrell,
and Robert Clark, and Willie
Wrather, all cousins. The
Willing Workers Sunday School
Class of the church of which
Mrs. Ford was a member will
sit in an honorary group.





Mrs. Recie Kilgore Futrell,
formerly of Hardin Route One,
died Saturday at 9:15 p.m. at
the Westview Nursing Home.
She was 92 years of age and her
death followed an extended
illness.
The deceased was married in
1900 to William H. Futrell who
died in 1945. She was a member
of the Pleasant Hill Pentecostal
Church in Trigg County. Born
November 16, 1882, in Trigg
County, she was the daughter of
the late James P. Kilgore and
Rebecca Kilgore.
Mrs. Futrell is survived by six
daughters, Mrs. Jettie
Hargrove of Murray Route
Seven, Mrs. Edna Page of
Cadiz, Mrs. Ruby Berkley of
Cadiz. Route Five, Mrs. Cozy
Cooper of Akron, Ohio, Mrs.
Lucille French and Mrs. Velma
Berkley, both of East Peoria,
III.; one son, Leon Futrell of
Akron, Ohio; sixteen grand-
children; twenty-nine great
grandchildren; two great great
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Goodwin Funeral
Home, Cadiz, with Rev. Wesley
Hibbs officiating. Burial will be
in the Pleasant Hill Cemetery in
Trigg County.
Friends may call at the
ar r an gerbil-AS -b y ---ilif 
th 
er-441aule= • .
Churchill Funeral Honie where




The Murray Civitan Club will
hold one of its quarterly
"Ladies Nights" on Thursday
evening, August 7, 1975 at 7:00
p. m.
A feature on the program will
be the introduction of Susan
Rene Williams of Calloway
County High School and James
Fenton of Murray High School
as winners of scholarships to










Prices Good thru Aug. 3 1
Free Delivery on all orders over $1.00
College Cleaners
1411 Olive Phone 753-3852
Rites Held Sunday
For Mr. Franklin
The funeral for Luke G.
Franklin was held Sunday at
two p.m. iit the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with Bro. C. C. Brasher, Jr., and
Bro. Henry Hargis officiating
and Mrs. Juanita Lee and Mrs.
Bobbie Burkeen providing the
music.
Pallbearers were Floyd,
Dale, and Carl Garland, Homer
Shields, Wayne Hicks, and Sam
Outland. Burial was in the Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Franklin, age 79, died
Friday at 10:20 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Audra Crump
Franklin, 209 Maple Street,
Murray, four daughters in-
cluding Mrs. Ruth Garland of
Murray, four sons including
Phillip B. Franklin of Murray,
two sisters, one brother, 37
grandchildren, and 27 great
grandchildren.
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stock of local interest at noon,
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Noes by First of Michigan, Corp., at
Murray, are as follows: .
U S Homes 6% witc.
Kaufman & Broad 7% -14
Ponderosa Systems 1056 -441
Kimberly Clark 211% -91
Union Carbide 5756 -I%
W. R. Grace 2756 -144
Texaco 2556 -%
General Elec. 46% -14
GAF Corp 14% Al
Georgia Pacdic 41% -Vs
Pftzer II% J19
Jim Walters W,09 -69
Kirsch 13% -%
Disney 4314 -I%
Franklin Mint 6% -*4
Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
today furnished to the Ledger & Times by





Boise Cascade 21% -99
Ford 3799 -99
Geri. Motors 5156 -99
en.flre 16 +99
Goodrich 17% -%
Gulf Oil  21 -14
Pennwalt 23% one
Quaker Oats II -%
Republic Steel 3056 -%
Singer 13% unc
No Sale
Western Union 14% -9
Zenith   25% -99WOULDN'T YOU REALLY RATHER HAVE
BIG VILLA APARTMENT AT
DAYTONA BEAN/
* FOR THE PRICE OF A ROOM
0°' csoia
Au.c) t' -'\ 4.u"
Enjoy your own private villa at the World's
, Most Famous Beach. 70 minutes from
Disney World. We have bus tours 3
famous resturants, The Tropics, Hong
Kong, Swedish House, -
Each villa completely equipped for
housekeeping, air conditioned,
with spacious lawns, room
telephones, TV, shopping center
OCEAN BATHING
2 swimming pools, recreation hall,
playground Golf, tennis privileges
An easy drive to all Florida attrac
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Troop 77 Camps At
Shakertown Over
The Past Weekend
USDA Issues Decision To Amend Family Claims Nagasaki A-Bomb
Paducah Milk Marketing Order Resulted In Death Of Father
MARYLAND HEIGHTS, Mo.
— The U. S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) will amend
the portion of the Paducah
federal milk marketing order
concerning the pricing of
diverted milk, if the required
two-thirds of affected dairy




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
County fiscal court committees
are subject to the 1974 open
meetings law and must give no-
tice of special meetings, the at-
torney general's office says.
Asst. Atty. Gen. Carl Miller
issued that opinion, released to-
day, in response to a query
..from Gerald Lush, editor of
The News-Enterprise in Eliza-
bethtown.
Miller said the only special
meetings exempted from the
law are those dealing with
emergencies involving injury or
damage to personal property or
financial loss when delay would
cause more damage.
The 1974 law requires public
agencies to comply with news




Federal State Market News Service July
31, 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts: Mt $15 Est. BOO Barrows & Gifts
mostly steady to 1150. lower Sows steady to
50e 'OWN
US 14 211-224 lbs.. $50.00-56.50
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. $5775-5000
US 2-4 240-260 $67.00-57.75
US 3-4 260-200 ..... - 1156.50-57.010
Sows
US 1-2 270150 lbs. 449.00-50.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs. $49004000
US 1-3 450-650 lbs 449.50-50.50
few at SI .00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs 448.00-49.00
Boars $37.00-39.00
determine this by polling dairy
farmer cooperatives in the
market.
Fred L. Shipley, milk market
administrator with USDA's
Agricultural Marketing Service
AMS), said the proposed
amendment would price
diverted milk at the location of
the plant actually receiving it.
The present order prices milk at
the plant from which it is
diverted.
Shipley explained that
diverted milk is milk not needed
for fluid use which is shipped to
unregulated dairy product
manufacturing outlets and still
priced under the order, based
on its use.
USDA's final decision is
essentially the same as the
recommended, or tentative
decision issued June 13. Both
decisions are based on a public
hearing held April fin Paducah
at the request of Dairymen,
Inc., a cooperative representing
a majority of dairy farmers
supplying the market.
Copies of the final decision,
which is being submitted for
producer approval, are
available from Market Ad-
ministrator F. L. Shipley, 2550
Schuetz Road, P. 0. Box 3485,
Maryland Heights, Mo. 63043;
or from the Dairy Division,




The Spring Creek Baptist
Church is holding revival
services, this week with Bro.
Jerry Lee, pagtor of the West
Fork Baptist Church, as the
speaker.
Services are at 7:45 p.m. each
evening prayer services at 7:30
p.m., according to the pastor,
Bro. Stanley Letterman, who
invites the public to attend.
SACRAMENTO, Calif." (AP)
— Just 30 years ago, 19-year-
old U.S. Navy corpsman Terry
G. Fell went ashore at Naga-
saki to help set up a medical
supply system.
This week, his wife and three
children and his parents are in
mourning.
Fell, a politician and busi-
nessman, died last Tuesday of
what his family said was leu-
kemia, lymphoma and general-
ized cancer attributable to the
radioactivity he received at
Nagasaki. He was 49.
The Nagasaki A-bomb, fol-
lowing the one on Hiroshima,
was dropped Aug. 9, 1945. Feil's
mother, Margaret Fell of Sac-
ramento, said her son went
ashore 10 day4, later from a
hospital ship, the USS Sanc-
tuary.
Fell reported that much of
his hair fell out, "like prac-
tically_ everyogy else's on the
ship," Mrs. Fell said in an in-
terview Sunday.
But there were no other im-
mediate effects. Fed received a
medical discharge, but that
was because of a crushed foot
and severe asthma, his mother
said.
Fell returned here and gradu-
ated from the Stanford School
of Law with honors. He became
owner of a billing service, two
employment agencies and a
printing company.
In the 19604 he led the cam-
paign of the California Freeway
Association to halt the passage
of fritairaft fratitTerettleff.'-
A member of the Republican
State Central Committee, he
ran for Congress in 1966 against
Democratic Rep. John Moss,
but lost. Gov. Ronald Reagan
appointed him in 1967 to head
the Advisory Board for the Bu-
reau of Employment Agencies
in the Division of Consumer Af-
fairs.
Feil's mother said that three
years ago he had a complete
medical examination and was
pronounced fit.
Then two years ago, he start-
ed having stomach pains.
"He thought it was an ulcer,"
his mother said. His hair start-
ed falling out again. He went to
the Veterans Administration
hospital in Martinez, near San
Francisco.
There, he learned that within
the last 15 years, about 60 per
cent of the USS Sanctuary's
crew that went to Nagasaki had
come down with cancer, 
and
the incidence of heart atta
cks
was high too, Feil's fam
ily
said. There may have been 
oth-
ers who never reported to 
the
Veterans Administration.
"They had an autopsy. He
was completely cancer-ri
dden
except for his heart and brain,"
said his mother.
"I just wonder how many
more of those boys are coming
down with sicknesses and don't
realize the cause," said Feil's
mother.
Your 1975 Investment in seed, fertilizer,
labor and chemicals is too great for you to
take a chance with hail.
See us about your
Hail Insurance
Now
on Tobacco-Beans and Corn
Murray Insurance
Agency




Boy Scout Troop 77 hiked and
camped at Shakertown near
Auburn this past weekend.
The scouts .visited
museum, the many buildings,
and hiked the fifteen mile trail
over the 6000 acres of land once
owned by the Shakers.
The local group was camped
at the farm of Currie Barrow,
who treated the lads to fresh
whole milk, corn, and cold
watermelon. During the
campout advancement was
made in hiking, cooking and
Citizenship in the Nation.
Scouts attending the campout
were Joey Grasty, Chris
Grasty, John Scherer, Steve
Scherer, Wayne Higgins, Chris
Fazi, Mark Young, and Junior
Assistant Scout Master Robert
'1
Mr. Merchant.
School Time is just around the corner














Most all area retailers will enjoy extra back to.
school business Thousands of people will be Shopping
for that -just right'. item at the right price. Hove you
'mode plans to tell them about your merchandise and
services?
The Big BACK.TO-SCHOOL EDITION is the best place to
reach the most people at the lowest cost Advance
planning will pay off in dollars for your store Be cer-
tain to set up on advertising schedule for the entire
bock-to-school period, reserve space in the Murray
.1.edger A Times BACK-TO-SCHOOL issue. . .
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